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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Michael C D q a n  
Whole-time+ 
Part-time ,, _ 1 . 
Courses 
G a n d  regdbhns k Cdlegars end Cloular epemting under the - 
. Authbrity arf the Cb d *Dublin Vocational f ducadan Committee are 
d;is@qed -in "the Emmmce Halt, AH s t ~ d e n ~ s  are
1djikk 801 these regubtimr, > '  
Studeqts are admitted at the cotnmenurne<t of the session in 
~&~tqrnber. ~ ~ ~ ~ M t f o n s  for &d~issian t o  whdetime cwrses should 
be'skbkitted not later than 3ls t  Aupust on the form obtainable 
frbtn the Secretaiy. Candidates awaiting resutts of 
examihatims may hake pmiiishi$i application. Documentary 
evidence 'of qualtfiations should aieompany all applications. Results 
should be forwarded in s u p m ~ t  ~f applications as seon as 
they be~qrne available to  the applicant. 
Driy Classes will normally be held lFlronp 9 am to 12.30 pm and 
'2 pm to 3 pm each week-day except Saturdq unless special 
arrangements a're made i n  sl)'ecifit cases. Evening Classes will normally 
, , .
be h ~ l d  from I prn to 1Q pm except where otherwise arranged. 
OWise .Heam : 9 am t o  1245 pm and 2.15 t a  5 pm Monday t a  Friday, 
wdlgt a p ~ i a l  pe rwx  sf the year at times which will be posted 
~ x k i t h ~  Notiae @&art$.- Except during enrollmeat periods members of the 
tme- staff wit1 not be available for inteniaws .except by 
,prisr, q p o i r ~ t m ~ t ,  . , 
~ k ~ b ~ t q j e  ~ahedttes my exohde my s w b t  fmn 
"rhC f%%tgis6wjthaut t-cFStnd & fees fw~irtegirbr ar unpunctual 
auen#iure,or ihibcbnducr, or for u y  aher muon which in the opinion 
d ths; &gage jslstjfies exclus3on, Three taccauivs rbemcar 
in ahy on? subjeq may lead, t o  suspentien from the eomplata 
uolen the Priqdpal is lnforme'd in writing of the reasdii. 
Thr4ZalScge 'inay ch;mbe any or all of the ' 
,$flSerbumJmda)r-d time of meeting &.my d m  and may cancel 
classes where the enroltiignt ar attendmw!Is wmridered inadequate. 
,4f f ~ r  mm@. ugge-m rqwq,r teocher cwnq attend +w arrange 
. fxtf o ,dep~$y, daqss my,, be c+plleQ; rnitlawt ndce. 
E~~omina~jms are bdd ag , d e  end d ~ c h ~  Stage, $em or Lesion, N q  
t~wdemt shall b4,%dsyWd the Examlftaqi~qs who has nQt mod@ 
a4 i l ~  %;~9q4@ur;khs ef the ps3ible aaemdancr except in special 
, zificsrm~tanses qylckat Qbcrethn ,at the 4-bad of Department, 
Promatian t q  g H&gb-yarrrup-$Jtage ismy suQjecb. is 
camtingent on reaching the requid standard in Sessional Examination 
ik ih@ b + e r  Drsvfe. 
A + ) , A !  * : I ' 
4 ew~.gtiqo f& of i;li,: ( l ~  b &able in respec$ 'of college 
s~11imp! ~ i m t 5 w .  , 
General lmforma~ion and ReguIati.613~ 
: fi. 
Closing date for cemipt of Cdlege Examination fees is 28th F e b m  
1975, In exce@anal circwmstanees and at the discretion d the Cdlege 
Examinatiolr Bwrd a ~gndidaee m y  be allowed enter for 
a Cdlege Examination up to the 31st March, 1975, subject 
to the additional payment olf a late fee of fSOOD. 
- - 
A candidate may be permitted tu sit fev one College 
supplementary examination withsut payment d a further fee. 
Closing dates and fees f w  examinations conducted by the-Cdlege, 
Department of Eduation, the City and Guilds d London Institute and 
Mber bodies are displayed on the College Notice Board as they occur, 
National Council The NCEA was established by the Government in 1972 for the purpose 
of awarding qusl^rficatims to technicians and techmlogists attending 
non-university instituti~ns, Already some Engineering students have 
been awarded' National Certificates and Diplomas and submirsins 
have been made by the Cctilepe seekhg NCEA rec?gnitian in respect of 
a number of other Courses up to and including those at degree level. 
Fees are payable on enrdment and no student wtll be permitted 
to atbznd m y  c b s  until fb pmvr fees hare hem paid, 
Guarantees may be acce~ted from k a l  authorities, education 
establirhrnents or emplayets. 
Fees will not be refunded except where a course dbes not form 
Or  where a student, with the consent of the Head s f  his department, 
withdraws hjs,application M o r e  the commencement of  the course. 
The sessional fees are shown under the heacfkgs for the various courses. 
Higher Local Authorities are empowered t a  make Higher Education grants t o  
Education eligiible students t o  enable them t o  pursue courses of higher 
education at universities and cornpadbie inst i~t ions. 
The foltoming courses &red by the Cdltge qualify for these grants: 
Architeawre, Engineering, Construction EconomEcr, Envlmmentrl 
Eeonomieo a d  Gw-Surveying. 
Applfcatioh $or these grants should be addressed t o  the Secretary of 
the L ~ a l  Authority in w-hme area the stadeds parents normally reside, 
VEC Vocational Edudr&iion Comrrrlttees are empowered t o  award schdar- 
Scblarrships ships t o  studem from their area: attend tng Becfhnician andl ether 
third-level ccrurse at the College, Appficatims fw these 
schdarships should be directed t o  the VEC of the area where 
the studebt"~ pmrrts nbrmally msldFe. 
Foreign Students Applications from Foreign Students must be aaompanied by a letter 
of recommendation from the diplomatic representative of the country 
of origin in lrdand ar  where there is no such representative, fbrn 
the Ministry of Education in the county of origin. 
General lnformation and Regulations 
Canteen The College Canteens are open throughout the session 
for lunches, teas and morning and afternoan snacks. 
A member of the academic staff issuing a directive t o  any student 
misconducting himsdf on the Cdlege premises is authorired 
to enforce disciplinary measures, and the Principal may immecfiately 
suspend the student(s) pending a hearing of the charges by the 
College Council. The full co-operation of each student is invited in 
order t o  maintain the dignity and discipline of the Cdlege. 
The cost of the repair or replacement of College property damaged 
by a student shall be payable t o  the Cbljege Authority 
by the student responsible for such damage. 
s lhpwmm 
Students are required t o  submit regularly such projectwork and 
coursework as may be prescribed by members d the academic 
staff and this will be taken into account in the assessment ar the end 
of the Session. 
An Experimental Laboratory notebook must be maintained by each 
student of a Laboratory Class: an assessment will be made at 
the end of Sessien of each student's progress in laboratory techniques 
and experimental ability which will count in the 
sessional examination in that subject. 
Loss of, or Whilst every reasonable precaution is taken, the College cannot accept 
Damage to responsibility for qlamage t o  or lots of students' property. 
Persend Bicycles m d  mot& cycles brought t o  the Cdlege premises by 
, p r @ ~ r t Y  students should be locked and placed in the appropriate parking area. 
I, 
Casts, books, etc., should be clearly marked with the owner's name. 
Trade Courses These classes are provided for the sale purpose of supplementing 
the practical trade training of persons actually employed 
at and engaged in the various operations d the trads The College 
rearises that it Is impossible for a person t o  learn a trade soldy 
1-,,,,,J by attendance at these c4asses and is further of the opinion that the 
- admission t o  the classes of penons not a ~ u a l l y  engaged in the 
trades would be not only of little use t o  such persons but would 
prejudicially affect the instruction d those for whom the classes have 
been organised. Accordingly, the College reserves the 
right t o  restrict enrolment in the trade practical classes t o  those 
penons who are actually employed in the several processes 
and operattons of the trade. For admission to these classes proof 
of actual employment in the several processes and operations of the 
trade will be certificates t o  that effect from the Masters' Associations 
and/or the official Trades Unions of the trade concerned. 
Change 
Change 
Chan~p of  c l u ~ , p  or 'souires may bc' drdi'.d"(y**&ith the consent 
of the Head of bepartm&t. ' " " ' " 
Chnpa of addrur o r  pk& dfemRbimhg $p i$0e  reported to' 
th Omce immsqfataly., . 
I 
' ' : ' , <  3 - ,, 
The Ub- The Libray ;lays a vital prt.in t ke ,asod~y i c .~qgu re  and 
prqnmmer of  the Collwe. ,If pqovidw a comprehensive information 
service, and study facilities for students and saK Whde the book 
cdlectim emphasis is m &he m ~ j w  college a'bciplines, there is< o : 
gradual &uild-up of ather zubjMx; ams, k~phsrs.ed~dereloqamt &%fl,qt 
present under'wdy wilt incerae the t d  baolkrstoek fmm the,exisqing.. 
10,000r vcrlumes t o  25,000 volumes by 19761 A media resource centre 
t o  ccmtain nun-ti& materkl 'mluding &hi fitma, m i c d m  md 
rapes 4s inu-isaged. Tke Lib'nry'hrs r su r t%~ ,pw idMs  file 
oiF 400' titles. . '  1 I i 
. 1 '  
Centrally situated on the second floor of the main Col lqe building. 
it cmtains three phydc~ISy dilgdnkt hu-t dae l y  'related aress,&e gblped 
lhl;?kty area, the peridEd- aWl ~ & e ~ c n e  ar a a d  the reading a m ;  
, Seating 3s prwided fbr  2 l Q  ~mdm.. , I 
The ~ i b n r y  main ins close Unkr vkth th; &rr;f bublin Public 
. Library system of which it brms part, and with the Libraries d 
An F o m  Wbaruh.'~~, the I nlsdihltar fw Isdwcr5al Wearch and , q  jS . 
Sandads, the Uurlvd$eg, a d  &her 
and a h d ,  Through these links p W m p I d  m ~ r i a l  and b-.m , 
, .intwtRibm~y. Imm I ~ S #  .pig iww- qukkly, obtain&, arrangemgnt, +. . : 
fsclil ities >mag. elm be ~ t p i d e d  b r - s tay  a d  sce~)$cr gtudents tcu use 
these Libraries for research purposes, 
- 4 lending rchp$< is in o&ti" for pU bo$cs.LTfJere is 
. ~ h ~ c o p ) ? n p '  r(lach\ne ,in the - <iSray#oi , a ,  thq r ~ d e m .  
. d t .  . 1 
,' FAtGyear studen%s at+ g h w ~  ih%iiQduM6+yt ~ee;~mu~S%~ori the use o# the 
L1bniFy by~fhe k i W a n ,  kibmw puM-d lnrkde a 
currant' ti& i3f perkdical'i "ah4 e: mewhly a tcewhs list. 
1 
., - : . I . . .  
. - , . .  , I 1  ' W ~ U R  d Openlhg :' - I 
In Term: ~ b ~ d r y t o F i i d a y ~ . $ 6 : 2 ' 1 ~ , . )  g . .  Saturday9.30-13.00 
Summer Term.: Maday to Friday 9.3,k;1.30 Saturday 9.W17.W 
En Vacatian : 
I 
aawo3 Qt- I . , 
" I !. ,.; 1 . 
The UQ~QII +&democn$ir$y b w d  andqit ir dependent for itp.-i 
effas$iverseas on the ~nvdrerrcey) orf i t s  members. It is administered 
by. rn d;#aaudve which i s  ~tected by the studertl: body. 
Tha itif$ Piesjdent is a 'full-time sabbatical officer 
w,ith q.$$Je r?hge task$ and mpmdbflities. 
i ' 
Eachtdhss rir the College elects a representative ts tbe Students' 
Union CmnciS. In additiorr Cdlege Societies and the Union Executive 
we' represented an the SUC and it is a fwum 
for discussion and decision making, 
The ultimate decision-making body d the Union is the General 
Meed* which is a meeting d the whale student bdy .  
General Meetings are usually held thr.ee timgs per annum and at 
otherct lmr when major issues are put tq the.studient body. 
' ' I 
Functions of the Umbn : I 
1, To teq#-p the viwr d i ts members. 
3 A .  + .; 1 
Tl$sg q . ~  #jon does r f  CdIerge level ,by representing the students 
, ..en $h$.Coll*ge C ~ u n ~ i l ,  Libraw en# ,Canteen Ccrmmittee 
and other bodief. 
It r n p ~ ~ e w $  its! rnembes' views ,a nariond kave t 
tErw@ the' W ~ J O L ~ I  d Srtud;gmts iri Idand. 
' " ,6C!  'p * 
2. Ta prw& r ~ m r r t b n a l  @nil d z l l  facilities'for i ts  members. 
These include lunchtime concerts, parties, dances, and guest 
speakers. The Union also maintains a c o m W b l e  Common Room 
.where students may meek, (have discwrisiehs or just relax. 
The toliege ioci=tiei .are Gq dnd& the $mbta(h of the Union 
and, u well as partirl'the); bT~ani.n14t trip, lectures and concerts. 
The Sports' Council wtq is tha c y d i n ~ t i n g  body for the 
many spuhing rrctlyities in the Cdlegy, 
0 .  
, 1 . . 3. t b  irovldddi&j<viccr Fo+ members. ?, 
I &  
The Student Shop (Dl  ) prmides stabloner+, newspapers, sweets, 
drawing equipment and t,extb~(~ks, Italsa issues international 
Student Identity Cards and provides information rm student travel. 
Union Olffices: R o o m g l ,  . % , - . . 
GUIDE TO COURSES 
Guide to Coutse? 
Page 
Technological 
+Technician 
Courses (Day) 
Architecture, Surveying+ Building 
D/ 1. Architecture Diploma Course. Whole-time. 
D/2. Higher Building Technicians' Cerffficate. Whole-time. 
D J3. Diploma Course in Environmental Economics. Whde-time. 
D/4. Diploma Course in Construction Economics. Whole-time. 
D/4C. Technicians in the Construction Industry. 
D/4fD. Technicians in the Construction Industry. 
D/5. Diploma Course in Geo. Surveying. Whole-time. 
017. Health Inspectors' Diploma Course, Sandwich. 
D/8, Architectural Technicians. Whole-time. 
D/10. Planning Technicians' Certificate Course, Whole-time. 
Engineering 
Dl#. Preliminary Engineering Course. Whole-time. 
D l 4 2  Diploma Course in Mechanical, Production & Structural 
Engineering. Whole-time. 
Dsf43tC. Civil Engineering Technicians' Course. 
Whole-ti me/Part-time. 
D43V. Heating, Ventilating & Airconditioning Technicians' Course. 
Wholer-time/Part-time. 
D/44, Diploma in Motor Industry Management. 
D/45. Aircraft Technicians' Course. Sandwich. 
D/46C. Civil Engineering Higher Technicians' Course. 
D/416iH. Envircmmental Engineering Technician Certificate 
and Diploma Course 
D,/46M. Mechanical Engineering Higher Technicians. Sandwich 
D f47. Metallurgicat Technicians' Course. Part-time, 
D/ 127. Motor Vehicle Technicians, Part-time. 
D/135. Auto Engineering Technicians, Part-time. 
Printing 
08/81. Higher Printing Education. 
D/82 Training for Administrative Staff. Part-time. 
D/'83. Printing Administration. 
D/M. Design for Printing, 
D/88A. Printing Technology. Composing. 
D/88B. Printing Technology. Letterpress Machine Printing. 
D /WC. Printing Technology. Lithography and Photo Lithography. 
D W D .  Printing Technology. Bookbinding and' Print Finishing. 
D/IBl B. Book Production. 
School of T d e s  
D 153/A. Plumbing Technicians. Part-time. 
'age 
I 
36 
32 
. , 
Techndogicmsl 
+Technician 
Courses 
(Evening) 
Archibcture, Surveying an6 Building 
E/2. Shart term Course for the Construction Industry. 
E/3. Timber Techndogy. 
Engineering 
E/40. General Certificate in Education. 
Ef41. Graduate Ceurses in Engineering. 
E/42. Certificate Engineering Technicians' Course. 
E/43C, Civil Engineering Technicians' Caume, 
E/43>M. Instrumentation Technickns" Course. 
E/43S. Structural Engineering Draughtsmanship Course. 
E/'43V. Heating, Venrilating and Airconditioning Technicians' Course. 
El*. M o o r  Industry Management Course. 
E/45. Aeronautical Engineering Technicians. 
E/47. Mechanical Engineering Technicians' Course 
E/49. Automaiblle Engineering Technicians. 
Efm. Computer Programming. 
E/54. Structural Design Course. 
EI57. Works Managers' Course. 
E/58. Refrigeration Engineering Technicians. 
El@. Domestic Heating Engineer's Course. 
€163. Fire Engineering Course. 
E/135, Advanced Autolmobile Engineering Technicians. 
E/ 134). Materials HandHng. 
QCSIOOl d T d e s  
E/1. Building TechnCAns, 
I 
Prin#srg 
E/81. !Higher Printing Education. 
E/%2, Trafnhg fur AdministratSve Staff. 
E/83. Applied Printing, 
EJ83?A. Printing Office Procedure 
E/84A. Costing. 
E/818. Estimating. 
E/84C. Advanced Letterpress and Litho Estimating. 
E/85. Paper Techndogy and Marketing. 
€/&fie Design for Printing. 
E/WA. Composing. 
El88.B. Letterpress Machine Printing. 
E / E .  Lithography and Photo Lithography. 
EfWID; Bookbinding and Prinr Finishing. 
E/8&E. Graphic Reproduction. 
E/189A. Printing Production Management (Departmental), 82 
E/$9"B. Printing ~roduction Management (Works). 83 
Guide to Courses 
Guibe to Courses 
Trade Courses 
( D 9 )  
I .. 
. , t  
. * 
Sho* cwncr 
Each session. shoe c o r n i s  a h  hild c&sfi&ind qpica!fY of ' ' 
eight t o  twelve lectures relating t o  special as@kts:oP! Building, 
Engineering or Printing Techndogy. Details of these. l sr,  
are a h r t k e d  in the n ~ y s p p e r q r  - E .  
.. . c .  
? .- . 1 
Engineering ' 
D/126. Automobile Engineering. ~ l & k  mieay. , 
D/128. Automobile Engineering, Part-time. 
D/ 129. Automobile Engineering. Part-the. 
D/130, Motor Vehicle Parts (City & Guilds). Part-time. 
D11131. Motor Vehide Electricians (City & Guilds). Partrtime. 
D/132. Motor Mechanics. Part-time, 
D/133. Motor Vehicle Body Repair (City & Guilds). Part-time. 
D/134. M o m  Vehicle Mechanics (City & Guilds), Part-time. 
D/141. Fitting and Turning. Block release. 
D/14% Gas and Electric Welding. Part-time. 
D/149, Sheet Metal. I 
D/150. Metal Fabrication. Part-time. 
D/l51. H d n g  Fitting. Part-time. 
Printing 
D/183. Letterpress Machine W o r k  Block release. 
D/188. Stereotyping and Electrotyping. Part-time. 
D/184, Photo Processes for Graphic Reproduetien. Block release. 
D/190. Compositors' Work. Block Release. 
D/191. Bookbinding and Warehouse Work. Block Release. 
D/ 192. Lithography and Photo-Lithography. BIwk Release. 
D/195. Film Make-up. Block release. 
D/1%. Advanced Linstype, lntertype and Teletypesetting. 
khod Qf Trades 
D / 101. Bricklaying. Part-time. 
D/IM. Plastering. Part-time. 
D/105. Painting and Decorating. Part-time. 
D/ 107. Vehicle Building. Part-time. : 
D/IO@, Vehicle Trimming. Partr-time. 
D l1  1 1. Cabinet Making. Part-time. ' 
D/112, Upholstery. Part-time. 
D/113. Weodflnishing, Part-tlme. 
D/121. Carpentry & Joinery. Paktime. 
D/122, Woodcutting Machinists' Work. Part-time. 
D/145. Foundry Crafc. Part-time. 
D/151. Plumbing/Heating Fitting. Part-time. 
T d 0  
(Even 
! Courser 
lins) 
Enginetring 
E/1303. Motor Vchide Body Repair. 
E/1 34, Compression Ignition Engine Maintenance. 
E/ 136. Fork Lift Truck Maintenance, 
E/ 137. Warehouse Supervisors' Course. 
E/138. Fork Lift Truck Operatorse Course. 
E/140. Refresher Course for Mmer Mechanics 
E/ 141. Fitting and Turning, Part-time. 
E l  142. Motor Mechanics' Work (Advanced~). Part-time. 
E/143. Gas and Electric Welding. Part-time, 
*E/144. Patternmaking. Part-time, 
*E/145. Foundry Work. Part-time. 
*E/149. Sheetmetal Work. Part-time. 
*E/ 151. Heating Engineering Fitters. Part-time. 
*Located in S c h d  of Trades. 
Pdnthig 
E/181. Artistic Book Finishing. 
El l81 B. Book Production Coune. 
E/182B. Printing Finishing ( Female Employees. 
E/l8L-.btterprets Machine Printing (Retraining) 
Ell@& Linotype, lntertype and Teletypesetting. Part-time. 
E/ 1%. 'Monotype Casting. Part-time. 
E/ 187. Monotype Keyboard. Part-time. 
E/lPO, Composing! (Retraining). 
E/ 191. ~ookbindi ig and Print Finishing ( Retrainilig ) 
E/192. Lithography and Pho-Lihography (Retraining). 
1/195. Film Make-up. Pawtime. 
E j l 9 A .  IBM Keyboard Cosrversion and Make-up. 
E19& Diploma Coune in Private Presswork. 
E/197. Graphics Workshop. 
Sehosl d Trades 
E/ 101. Bricklaying. Part-time. 
E/105. Painting & Dslcorating. Part-time. 
E/lW. Vehicle Building. Part-time. 
E/111. Cabinetmaking & Design. Part-time. 
Ef 1 12. Upholstery. Part-time, 
E/113. Wood Finishing. Part-time, 
E JI2i. Carpentry & Joinery. Part-cime. 
E/122. Woodcutt!ng Machinists' Work. Part-time. 
E/ 143A. Welding. Short Courses, 
E/148. Smith & A r t  Iron W o r k  
Er151. Plum bing/Heating Fitting. Part#time. 
Page 
DAY COURSES 
Surveying and Building 
4 
The Sehdd provides courses at ttgchdfsgierrl and technician levels for 
occupations within the butldlng httuktry, ~$;twlng$%qjether 
in the p m s r  oif edacatT'M those .olu$o"JvIll wwk together prorfessionally 
in later careen. 
7 .  
. ,  
The ~ rch i t ec t  is responsf'br'e for the design and supervision crf building 
projects, The Constructian k~giift, acc~rdihg ito his spsciaSiaation, 
may be concerned, as quzndty surveyor, 4rth pmjects, economics 
or with the management d the buitdlne opehtiocl. 
The Environmental Economist has a similar role in the wider range of 
urban dwelolpment and planning, or in estate management. 
! 
DIPLOMA COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE 
This is a five-year wholetime course leading t o  the Diploma 
in Architecture. Graduates from the caune become eligible for 
membership of the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland 
after they have completed the requirements relating to: 
practical experience and professional practice. 
Students are required t o  have not less than 75 % attendance at lectures 
and studio work in each session before being eligible to take 
the sessional, or other examinations. 
Entmce Standard The minimum preliminary educational qualifications required for 
direct entry, subject t o  interview and suitability assessment 
by the Interview Board, are:- 
(a) The Department of Education Leaving Certificate with not 
lower than Grade D in a minimum of four subjects and at least two 
other subjects at Grade A, B or C on the Higher Level Course or 
(b) equivalent qualifications (i.e. Matriculation of the 
National University of Ireland') or 
(c) The General Certificate of Education with not lower than Grade 
D in four subjects and at least two other subjects at Advanced 
Level. 
Note: Subjects must include Mathematics and English. 
Subject0 of First Year 
Instruetbn are Studio Work; Building Construction and Materials; History of 
Architecture; Theory of Architecture; Mathematics and Statistics; 
Mechanics; Physics; Chemistry; Geometry; Craftwork. 
Note 
Entrance Stanbrd 
Subjects 
Second Year 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; Irish Ar t  and Architecture; 
Ar t  and Civilisation; Building Construction and Materials; 
Building Services I; Theory d Structures; Physics; Chemistry, 
Thld Year 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; History of Town Planning; 
Interior Design; Building Construction; Building Practice; 
Building Services II; Building Materials; Structural Engineering; 
Surveying and Levelling. 1 
Fwrth Year I 
Studio Work; Theory of Architecture; History d Architecture; 
Building Construction; Structural Engineering; Professional Practice; I 
Interior Design (including Furniture design); 
Town Planning Theory; Urban Design (including Socidogy); 011 0 
Economics and Cost Control; Landscape Design, 
Technological and Technician Courses 
FiftSI Year 
Studio Work; Structural Engineering; Prefessionel Practice; Town 
Planning (Theory); Specifications and Maaerids; Economics and 
Cost Control; History off Architecture. 
Studio Work includes Architectural Drawing, Architectural Design, 
Building Construction, Drawing, Graphics and in the case of 
the First Year only, Geometrical Drawing, and in the case of the 
Fourth and Fifth Years Landscape Design. 
Fee f53-010 per annum. 
CERTIFICATE COURSE FOR ARCHITECTURAL 
TECHNICIANS 
This is a three-year whole-time course designed t o  train Architectural 
Technicians and leading t o  the Architectural Technicians' Certificate. 
The Final examination of the course is accepted as a qualification 
for Associate membership of the Institute of Architectural 
and Associate Technicians, and for membership after two years of 
practical experience. The course extends from mid-October t o  mid-May 
and during the Summer vacation students are required t o  gain 
approved practical experience in professional offices. This vacation work 
is optional between 1st and 2nd year and mandatory between 
the 2nd and 3rd year. 
The Secondary Schools' Leaving Certificate in five subjects 
which must incluqe Mathematics and English. 
, 
First Year 
Maths, Building Science, Mechanics, Surveying & Levelling, Geometry, 
Building Construction, Free Drawing, History of Architecture, 
Architectural Drawing. 
Second Year 
Building Construction, Building Materials & Specifications, Building 
Science, Structures, Surveying & Levelling, Building Services, 
Architectural Drawing. 
Third Yew 
Building Construction, Building Materials, Structures, Building Servlces, 
Surveying & Levelling, Structure of the Building Industry, 
Architectural Practice and Procedure. 
Fee f33-00 per annum. 
CERTIFICATE COURSE FOR PLANNING TECHNICIANS 
Commencement date not yet arranged. 
. .PIPLOMA COURSE IN ENVRONMNTAL ECONOMlCS 
I - - -  
= <  
- I 
This is a four year cbune leading t o  a Diploma in Environmental 
Economics and is designed far those who wish to work as 
Valuers, Estate Agents, Property Advisers, Developers and Planners 
in either private o r  public employment. Holders of this Diploma 
are exempted from all academic examinations leading t o  
Corporate Membership of the Roy4 Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 
General and Town Planning Sections, and from the intermediate 
examination of the Royal Town Planning Institute. The course 
is also recognised by the Irish Auctioneen' and Valuers* Institute. 
First Year 
Mathematics; Science; Principles of Accounts; Economics; Construction 
Technology I; History of Property Rights and lntroduction 
t o  Valuations; Communications; Structure of the Building Industry 
and an lntroduction to Measurement, 
Second Year 
Principles of Valuatkn; Town and Country Planning; 
Applied Economics; Local Government Social Services; Construction 
Technology; Law (Principles of Law, Law of Contract, Law of 
Property); Land Surveying; Applied Statistics; Computer Appreciation. 
-
Third Year &a I 
Applied Valuations; Urban Economics; Management and Maintenance 1 
of Buildings; Law (Landlord and Tenant Law, Law of Obligations; 
Planning Law); Town and Country Planning. 
Fourth Year 
Land Taxation; Applied Valuation II; Urban Economics 11; 
Arbitrations and Administrativac Law. 
Applied Town and Country Planning. M 
Praetbl Students are required to gain Industrial and Professional experience 
during the extended summer vacations. 
(a) The Secondary Schools Leaving Certificate in at least five 
Q B S 1 J ~ ~  subjects with a minimum Grade C in two subjects at higher level, or I H (b) The Matriculation Certificate of a recognised University, or 
1 (c) The General Certificate of Education with a minimum of two 
subjects a t  Advanced level. 
. . . 
-ik+5- Fee C53.06 per annum. 
A course leading t o  a diploma in either BulSM&lg 
M B n m k  or Quantity kprwyhg. The c w n r  is of four years* durat- 
ion and designed to prepare students for Cwporate Membership of 
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyan, The Institute of 
Building, The Building Surveyors' Institute, The Institute of Quantity 
Surveyors and the Incorporated Association d Architects and 
Surveyan. 
4 Vim& CrlCybL 1 c W W I -  V t T a  w q + m a . a m r r r  Subjects Fiat Year ,-g&,&&g&d Mathematics; Science; Principles of Accounts; Ecmomics; 
Construction Technology; History of Property Rights and Introduction 
to Valuations; Co~mmunicatims. Structure of the Building Industry 
and an Introduction t o  Measurement. 
Second Year 
Cqnstruaion Technology II : Law; App4ied Economics; Land 
Surveying; Cost Accountancy; Quantities; Applied Mathematics and 
Statistics; Computer Applications. 
Thtrd Year 
Construction Technology Ill; Quantities; Law; Management & . Woslc = 
i -  - - 
... . 
Study; Principles of Strucrud Derign. 
FouFttvYaW , m 
(Quantity Surveying) 
Quantities and Economic Analysis; Financial Administration; Site and 
Prduction Management; Computer Application$; 
Arbitntioln and Building Contract. 
(Building Management) 
Financial Man yement and Commercial Practice; Personnel 
Management and Human Relations; Site and Production Management; 
Computer Appiications; Arbitration and Building Contracts. 
P m & d  Students are required t o  gain Industrial and Professional experience 
Expetlccl- during the summer vacations. 
Enty (a) The Secondary Schods Leaving Certificate with a minimum of 
Qualifications GradsCintwosubject~iathigherlevel,or 
(b) The Matriculation Certificate of a recognised university, or 
(c) The General Certificate oif Education with a minimum of 
two subjects at Advanced levd. 
Fee f43,001 per annum. 
a Technician Courses f echmlogical and Technician Courms 
DIPLOMA COURSE IN GEO-SURVEYING DIPLOMA COURSE IN HEALTH INSPECTDN 
This is a four year course leading t o  a Diploma In Geo-Surveying 
hematics and Statistics; Physics and Electronics, 
veying; Geology; Astronomy; Mineral Surveying; 
aw; Map Production, -- 
erical Analysis and D 
Minerals Surveying; 
ying; Soil and Rork 
p~~eodesy;  Minerals Surveying; P h o t o g r a m ~ r ; ~ i ~ f ~ s s i o n a l  
!practice; Dissertation. t. 
, ? L ) ~ , E I ~ I I P ~ ~ T  ., 
Prsrctid II"J@ld camps are conducted as part of the course i? each of the 
Experience first three years. In addition students are required to gain 
field experience during the summer vacation. -- 
w-- 
I I '(a) The Secondary Schools Leaving Certificate in at' least five 
Practical 
Exporiencr - 
htry 
Qualifications 
A course of three yeas' duration organised in consultation with the 
Department of Health and the Health Inspectors' Training Board. 
The Department of Health is responsible for the selection of students. 
Enquiries regarding this course should be addressed to 
Health Inspectors' Training Board Customs House, ~ u b l i n w  
l32~zid5.30 rtib mbJ 
First Year 
Biology: Micro Biology: Anatomy and Physiology; Chemist~; Physics: 
Building Construction I; Local Govitnment Law and Adminlstntion; 
Food Hygiene; Public Health Law; bntomo~opy and Parasitology: Meat 
Inspection; Sewage and Semge Disposal; Philosephy I; Tutorid. 
Second Year 
Vital Statistics; Micro Biology; Food and Food Inspection; Port and 
Airport Sanitation; Pest Contrd: Heating. Lighting and Ventilation I; 
Atmospheric Pollution; Offensive Trades: Building Construction 11; 
Public Health Law and Administration (Housing Law); Drainage; Water 
Supplies; Meat Inspection: Infectious Dbeun;  Public Cleansing; 
Philosophy II; TutorW. m - . -  
Third ye= , , ; :,I.;. 
Radiation; ~ e a l t h  Education; Food and Food Inspection; S peci f i a t  ion3 
and Quantities; Pbblic Health Law and Administration; Water 
Supply; Atmospheric Pollution: Building Hygiene and Housing 
Administration; Heating, Lighting and Ventilation II; 
Building Constructi& B ~ P ~ Y  111; ' rut~riai- 
. . l , . = r  . J . ~~+~~-LL,-,S~ILM - 
w T & ! m I w & m '  
Students spend the periods ef the summer na t i ons  h the a&. 
w l 
'2.) The Secondary Schools Leaving Certificate. or 
. . 
(b) The Matriculation Certificate of a ncognised University. o 
(c) The General Certificate of Edimtion, 'I 
- - 
I Fee f i 3  -00 per annum. 
:r.+a?p 
T ethnological and Technician Courses Technological and Technician Courses 
Subjects 
P n c t i d  
Experience 
Entry 
Qualiflations 
H E W  WILDING TECHNKtANS' CERT-TE C W R  
This is a three year course leading t o  a Certificate in Building 1 ' 
Technology and is designed for thole who wish t o  work at middle 
= ., 
management level in the building industry. The course is 
recognised by the C'ity & Guilds of London Institute for purposes 
of the award of their Higher Construction Technicians' Diploma. 
Hdden of this Certificate qualify for Licentiateship of the 
Institute d Building and Building Surveyors' lnstitute and Technician 
Membership of the Incorporated Association of Architects and 
Surveyors. 
First Year 
Applied Mathematics; Construction Science; Principles of  Accounts; 
Structure of the Industry; Construction Technology; Measurement 
& Costing; Elementary Surveying & Setting Out, 
Sec&nd Year 
Construction Technology and Services I; Structures and Concrete 
Technology; Mechanical Plant and Equipment; Applied Mechanics 
(Hydraulics of Soils) I; Site Surveying and Setting Out; 
Specifications and Quantities; Work Study I; Site Organisation and 
Administration I. 
Third Year 
Construction Technology and Services 11; Structures and 
Concrete Technology 11; Mechanical Plant and Equipment 11; 
Applied Mechanics ( Hydraulics and Soils) I I; Estimating 
Work Study 11: Measurement of Site Work; Site Organis 
Ad'mhistration 11. 
Students are required t o  gain Industrial experience 
during the summer vacations. 
(a) The Secondary Schools Leaving Certificate in at least five 
subjects, o r  
(b) The Matriculation Certificate of a recognised Unive 
(c) The General Certificate d Education. 
Fee L43 per annum. 
SHORT-TERM COURSES 
Short-term Courses in the Building and Project Management 
area will be held during the senien. 
These will be advertised in the Notional Press. 
TECHNFCWNS IN THE COINSTRUCTION BNDUSTRY 
The Course is designed' t o  prepare students for the Construction 
Technician's Certificate and the Licentiateship examinations 
of the varlolus prdessional bodies in the Building Industry, 
(a) Senior Trade Certificate, Leaving Certificate or equivalent and 
(b) Appropriate employment in the Construction I'ndustry. 
The Course is of four years duration involving attendance 
on one full d'ay and two evenings each weak. 
Fee L 1 1  -00 per annum. 
First Year 
Construction Technology and Services, Construction Science 
and Calculations, Principles of Structural Design, Safety Regulations, 
Examination: Part I City & Guilds of London Construction 
Technician's Certificate (626). 
Second Year 
Construction Technology and Services, Land Surveying and 
Setting Out, Measurement and Price Build-up. 
Examination: College based. 
Third Year 
Construction Techndogy and Services, Land Surveying and 
Setting Out, ~easw rement and Price Build-up, Site 'Organisation and 
Ad ministration. 
Examination: Part I 1  (Final) City & Guilds of London Construction 
Technician's Certificate (626). 
Fourth Year 
Construction Technology and Principles of Design of Structural 
Elements, Site Organisation and Administration, Services 
and Equipment, Measurement and Economics, 
Examination: Licentiateship d professional bodies. 
Students entering the Coune should realise that a considerable 
amount of private study must be undertaken by them i f  they 
are t o  maintain progress in the various subjects. 
In particular, they will be required t o  prepare, for external 
assessment, a number of projects dealing with Construction Techno1 
Measurement and Price Build-up, and Site and Land Surveying. 
From four t o  six projects will be expected under each heading 
in second and subsequent years, 
. - 
School of Engineering 
The School of Engineering encempasses six departments within the 
College-Engineering Technology, Automobile Engineering, 
Aeronautical Engineering, Mathematics and Science, 
Metal Fabrication and Engineering Trades. 
The academic work engaged upon within the school ranges from 
craft t o  full professional level. It* is the School's policy t o  provide an 
integrated system, horizontally in the range of technologies and 
vertically in their levels. In this way it is hoped that all students 
will find courses suitable t o  their needs and abilities. 
Olpp~rtunities for transfer or  promotion t o  related disciplines 
are prwided. 
The Schoal maintains close links with industry through direct contact 
with employen, through vacation training, prejject work and 
research activities. The links with professional institutions are strong -
and there is a conscious awareness of modern needs 
I 
in technological education and training. &- 
Most of the professional engineers w b  graduate annually enter %*@- 
employment in Irish manufacturing or process industries where q.. . 
their thorough $reparation enables them t o  make a usefd contribut& 
immediately. Sqme continue t o  pmt-graduate work at home, 
or abroad in Britain, Canada, or  the United Sates. 
The Cdlege is aware of  the growing need for technicians in Ireland 
' and in recent yegn has developed a number of new courses ' ' 
t o  meet the deficiencies which existed. The demand for 
technician graduates continues t o  expand and such coiurses offer very 
attractive prospects t c ~  young people in search of interesting careen. 
The Evening School continues t o  form an important part.of the 
Engineering School's activities, Programmes are kept under review 
and every attempt is made t o  assist technical personnel to keep abreast 
of the latest advances and new technologic 
- 
TkCHNOLOGlCAL AND TECHNICIAN COURSES 
. - 
Course d Study 
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING CWRS€ 
This is a oneyear whole-time course commencing each year about 
mid-September. Its purpose is t o  prepare suitable studenis far 
entry t o  the Professional Engineering Courses D42M or D42.S or 
for positions as trainee technicians in the Engineering industry. 
Leaving Certificate of the Department of Education with good 
passes in Mhthematics, English, and three other subjects ; 
or quin lent .  
The subjects studied are : Mathematics, Mechanics, 
Engineering Techndogy, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering Drawing, 
and Liberal Studies. 
Students are required ta : 
(a) take a College examination at the end crf the sessien ; 
(b) present laboratory notebooks and project work reports t a  the 
satisfaction d the College authorities. 
Tuition fee : €33 per academic year payable on enrdment. 
Examination fee : €5 per annum payable in January. 
PROFESSBNAL COURSE IN ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL AND PROIDCJCTIONI ENGINEERING 
This is a four-year full-time course which prepares young people with 
a suitable aptitude and educational background for a career in 
Mechanical or  Production Engineering and particularly for emplolyment 
in manufacturing and process industries. 
(a) Leaving Certificate of the Dep~rtment d Education with Grade C 
or  better in the higher course in Mathematics and a Science subject, 
preferably Physics ; OR 
(b) Such other qualifications as the College may deem to be equivalent. 
Students who fail t o  meet the above entrance requirements may be 
considered for entry t o  the Preliminary Engineering Course (DM). 
First Yearc-Mathematics, Applied Maths, Engineering Drawing, 
Engineering Technology, Experimental Physics, Chemistry, 
General Studies. 
Second Year-Mathematics, Principles of Electricity, Applied 
Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Fluids, Engineering Drawing, Physics, 
Production Processes, Complementary Studles, Workshop and 
Laboratory Work. 
Third Year (Final Year)-Mechanics ef Materiak, Mechanics of 
Machines, Engineering Design, Elsctrotechnelqy and Controls, 
Mathematics and Computer Applications and Management Studies, 
together with two other subjects Thermodynamics and Fluids 
(Mechanical options) and Production Technology, an Analysis of 
manufacturing systems (Production options). 
In the Final Year, students are also required t o  carry out an individual 
design or research project and t o  submit a thesis cm 
the work undertaken. 
Progress t o  successive years ef the course is decided on the basis of 
the student's work during the session, and success in the College 
equiremnts sessimal examination, It is an essential rquirement of the course 
that the student completes a 2-3 month period gaining suitable 
practical experience during each Summer and submits a report on it. 
A t  the completion af the course students who have been successful 
in the Final examination and who have satisf9ctorily completed their 
project will be eligible for the award d the Col lqe Diploma 
in Engineering, 
Reoognifim by Students holding this Diploma meet the academic requirements for 
Pdssaiond' and Membership of the Institution of Engineer3 of Ireland. It is also widdy 
Other Bedies accepted by Universities in lreland and abrmd as meeting their 
acadhic requirements for entry into post-graduate courses. 
Application has been made to the National Council for Educational 
Awards for a degree award far those who successfully complete the 
course. 
\ 
Tultion fee : k53 per rudemic year payable on enrolment. 
" 
Examination fee : €5 per snnum payable in June. 
I.,* 4 
PRDFESS~NAL couw ON ENGE(EERW~& 
STRUCTURAL E N G t N W  ' 
This is a four-year full-rime course which prepares young p p 4 e  
with, a witable zptibade arod adu~?iw+ $tmkground for a career : 
Structural Engineers,. Structural Enginee.1%ng1ri~ branch d Civil 
Engineering related to the design of buildings, bridges, dams 
and other mttr~Cti0~1, projects, 
(a) Leaving Certificate d the Department of ~bhcrt ion with Grade C 
: Requirements or better in the higk&*course in Mathematics and a Science subject, 
pibfembly Physics ; OR 
(b) Such other qualffkatkhs as the a l lege  may deem to be equivalent. 
SWdents w ha fail to I&& the a k e  entrmce r&quirements may be 
cmacidared br entw tu $he Prekiminary Enginee*& Course (DM). 
I .  
m,a- 
Technological and Technician COUPS~S Technol~gicel and Technician CQWS~S 
Course of Study First Year-Mathematics, Applied Maths, Engineering Drawing, 
Enginwring, Techndqy, Experiment4 Physics, 
Chemistry, General Stud'ies, 
Second Year-Mathematics, Physics, Fluids, Mechanics, Structural 
Drawing and Design, Building Techndogy, Surveying, 
Com plementary Studies, and Laboratory Work. 
Third Year-Mathematics, Mechanics of Materials, Theory of Structures, 
Design of Structures, Civil Engineering Materials, Building Serices, 
Surveying and Management Studies. 
Fourth Year-Mathematics, Mechanics cd Materials, Specifications, 
Quaneities and Cost Control, Theory of Structures, Design of 
Structures, Road and Municipal Engineering, Management Studies, 
and a Project. 
Exminatimm Progress t o  successive years d the course is decided' on the basis 
and Other of the student's wark during the sessioin, and success in the College 
Reqiuiilrernenb sessional examination. It is an essential requirement of the course that 
the student completes a 2-3, month period gaining suitable practical 
experience during each Summer and submits a report on it. 
A t  the completion of the course, students who have been successful 
in the Final Examination and who have satisfactorily completed their 
project will be eligible for the award d the College Diploma 
in Engineering, 
Rwognlition Students are encouraged t o  apply for Student Membership and later 
by ProiPeoaiond for Corporate Membership of the Institution of Engineers of Ireland 
and Other . and the Institution of Structural Engineers. Application is being made 
B o d i i  t o  the National Council for Educational Awards for a degree award 
for those who: successfully complete the course, 
Fees Tuition f m  : f53 per academic year payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee : €5 per annum payable in January, 
D/43C CIVIL ENGfNEERING TECHNICPANS' CERTIFICATE 
COURSE 
This is a one-year wholetime course followed by two years of part-time 
studies, t o  prepare students for Civil Engineering Technician National 
Certificate. A t  the end of the first year successful students take 
up suitable employment and in the subsequent two years they 
attend the Cdlege on one day and two evenings per week, 
They may also transfer t o  Course D/46rC which enables 
them t o  continue their studies on a wholetime basis. 
Entrance 
Requi~rements 
Course of Study 
Examinations 
and Other 
Requirements 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Course of Study 
Leaving Certificate or equivalent, with Mathematics, 
and preferably Drawing and a Science subject, 
First Year 
Mathematics, Engineering Science, Mechanics, Drawing, Surveying, 
Building Construction and Materials, and General Studies. 
Second & Third Years 
Seven subjects from the following: 
Structural Design and Detailing, Engineering Materials and Laboratory 
Work, Mathematics and Computation, Construction Services 
and Supplies, Surveying, Planning and Administration, and General 
Studies. 
A t  the end of each year students take a Colllege Examination which 
is moderated by the National Council for Educational Awards. 
Fee 1st year f38.010 per annum; 2nd and 3rd years fl6.00 per annum. 
HEATING, VENTILATING + AI"RCONDITION1NG 
TTCHNICFANS' COURSE 
This is a part-time day and evening course intended t o  prepare 
suitable students for the City & Guilds of London examinations for the 
Heating, Ventilating & Air~ondi~tioning Technicians" Certificate 
(No. (532). 
(a) Satisfactory completion of the first year of Course D43M 
ar 
(b) Dept. of Education Intermediate Technological Certificate 
o r  
(c) Leaving Certificate with Honours in Mathematics, Physics and 
Drawing ar 
(d) GCE "0" Level in Mathematics, Physics, Drawing, and English. 
First Year 
Heating & Hot Water Services, Drawing & Design, Principles of 
Electricity, Mechanics & Mechanics of Fluids, 
Ventilation & Air  Conditioning. 
Second Year 
Heat Generation and Boilerhouse Practice, Ventilation & Air 
Conditioning, Heating & Hot Water Services. 
Tschn~,Iogic&/ and TcachnicJ~n Courses TechnoJogiwl and Tschnickn Courses 
Examinations A t  the end of the first year students take the Part I examination 
and 0 t h ~  (No. 632) crf the City & Guilds of London Institute, 
Requirements and they take Part I1 at the end of the second year. 
fee f16-001 per annum. 
D/44. DliPtQM COURSE IN MOTOR INDUSTRY 
MANAGEMENT 
This three-year whdetime course prepares students for entry into the 
many and varied responsible positions in the Motor Industry. 
, 
Classes begin in midJeptember and end in May. 
= -- - Weekly attendance at lectures and practical work is approximately 
30 hours. 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Course of Study 
Exauminadons 
md Other 
Requirements 
Fees 
The entrance standard is Leaving Certificate or equivalent preferably 
with passes in Mathematics, Physics and' English. 
Candidates will be called for interview before being finally accepted 
for admission to the course. 
First Year-Automobile Engineering, Heat Engines, Applied' Mechanics, 
Drawing, Mathematics, Chemistry, and Management S.tudies. 
Second Year-Autonmobile Engineering, Heat Engines, Applied 
Mechanics, Drawing, Mathematics, and Management Studies. 
Third Year-Automobile Engineering, Mathematics, Motor lndustry 
Management, Fleet Transport Management, Industrial Saciology, 
Accountancy, and a Project. 
Progress t o  successive years of the course will be on the basis ef the 
student's work during the session and success in the Cdlege sessional 
examinations. An essential requirement of the course is that students 
spend 2 3  months of each Summer Vacation in suitable employment 
in the Motor lndustry gaining apprerpriate experience. 
Where students are unable t o  arrange Summer employment, she 
Graduate Society of the lnstitute of the Motor Industry and the 
College Authorities will assist in their placement for this purpose. 
Success in this course qualifies applicants for full exemptions from 
the examination requirements of the lnstitute ef Motor Industry. 
Tuition fee : f38  per academic year payable an enrolment. 
Examination fee : L5 per annum papble in January. 
AIRCRAFT TECHNICIANS' COURSE 
This course is a three-year sandwich course t o  train Aircraft 
Technicians for the ICAO Licensed Maintenance Engineers' Licences 
issued by the Department of Transport and Power. Students attend the 
College from September t o  May inclusive and spend the remainder of 
the year in the Aircraft Industry. 
Entrance (a) Intermediate Certificate of the Department of Education 
Requirements in suitable subjects, 
(b) Day Group Certificate of the Department of Education 
in suitable subjects. 
i Course of Study First Year 
French, English, Social Science, Physics, Mechanics, Mathematics, 
Drawing, Chemistry, Workshop Technology, 
4 Workshop Practice, Aero-Laboratory and PT. 
Second Year 
As above except Heat Engines instead of Physics. 
Third Y& 
As above together with Materials. 
E m h a t i o n  a6 Students are required to pass examinations as follows : 
*r 
Reqrrimmks (a)  A t  the end of the first year the Department of  Education Junior Trade Group Certificates and Elementary Stage Technological 
Examinations in Mechanical Engineering. 
(b) A t  the end of the second year-the Department of Education 
Senior Trade Group Certificate, Interme$ia$e ~tage'Technologica1 
Examinations In Mechanical Engineering and City and Guilds 
of London Institute Examination in  Aeronautical Engineering Practice 
Part 1. 
(c) A t  the end of the third year-the Department of 
Education Senior Turning and Senior Workshop Technology and the 
Department of Transport & Power basic L.M.E. Certificate. 
Fee €33 -00 per annum, 
TechnologEcal and Technician Courses Teehndogi~al and TechnfqIan G~urses 
Entrance 
Requi~rments 
Course d Study 
Exmi~na t i~m and 
Other 
Requirements 
CIVIL ENGlrNEERING TECHNEIAN CERTIFTCATE 
AND DIPLOMA C W R S  
This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate award in 
Civil Engineering at the end of two  years andl for a Technician Diploma 
award at the end of a further year of study. The students attend the 
College from the end of September until the end d May each year and 
they spend the Summer months gaining practical experience in  
approved Civil o r  Structural Engineering design offices, 
construction sites, etc. 
First Year-Leaving Certificate or  equivalent with good passes in 
Mathematics, a Science subject (preferably Physics), English and two  
other subjects, 
Third Year (Dfploma Stage)-Students are expected t o  reach a high 
standard in the Certificate Examination at the end of the second year 
t o  qualify for admission to the third year of the course 
leading t o  the Diploma award. 
First Year-Mathematics, Engineering Science, Mechanics, Drawing, 
Building Technology, Surveying and General Studies. 
Second Year (Certificate Stage)-Structural Design and Detailing, 
Mathematics and Computation, Engineering Materials and Laboratory 
Work, Surveying, Construction Services and Supplies, Planning and 
Administration and General Studies. 
Third Year (Diploma Stage)-Theory of Structures, Structural Design, 
Municipal and Road Engineering, Mathematics and Data Prcxessing, 
and Management Studies. I't is also necessary for each student t o  
complete an individual design or  investigation project 
during this year of the course, 
(a) Students take a College examination at the end of each session 
which is moderated by the National Council for  Educational Awards. 
(b) They are required t o  submit, a report on their Summer vacation 
training each year and also reports on their project and 
laboratory work. 
Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage o f  this 
course are deemed t o  meet the academic requirements for Technician 
status by the Institutim of Engineers I$ Ireland, while those who 
have completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician Engineer level. 
They can qualify far the non-Corporate Associateship grade o f  
membership after they have completed a suitable period of practical 
training. Similar recognition has bean given t o  the course by some o f  
the British professional engineering institutions and technician bodies, 
Tuition fee : f38 per academic year, payable an enrolment. 
Examination fee : L5 per annum, payable in January, 
Entrance 
Requirements 
t Course sf: study 
Exarmin&ion 
end Other 
Requirements 
ENVBIRONMENTAL ENlGiNEERENlG TECHNICIAN 
CERTFKATE AND DlPLCMA CWRSE 
This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate award in 
Environmental Engineering at the end of t w o  years and for a 
Technician Diploma award at the end of a further year d study. 
The students attend the College from the end of September until the 
end of May each year and they spend the Summer months gaining 
practical experience in Heating, Ventilating and Air  Conditioning 
design in Consulting Engineers' offices. 
First Year-Leaving Certificate o r  equivalent, with good passes in 
Mathematics, a Science subject (preferably Physics), English and two 
other subjects. 
Third Year (Diploma Stage)-Students are expec&d t o  reach a high 
standard in the Certificate Examination at the end of the second year 
t o  qualify for admission t o  the third year of the course 
leading t o  the Diploma award. 
First Year--Maths, Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Workshop 
Technology, Mechanical Services and Complementary Studies. 
Second Year--Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilisation, 
Instrumentation and Contrcrls, Environmental Plant, Environmental 
Engineering Design, Lighting Acoustics and Water Services, 
and Complementary Studies. 
Third, Year (Diploma Stage)--Mathematics and Data Processing, 
Energy Utilisation, Instrumentation and Controls, Environmental 
Engineering Design, Environmental Ptant, Lighting Acoustics and Water 
Services, Manabement Studies and a Project. 
(a) Students take a College examination a t  the end of each session, 
which is moderated by the National Council f o r  Educational A,mrds. 
(b) They are required t o  submit a report on their Summer vacation 
training each year and also reports on their project and 
laboratory work. 
Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage of this 
course are deemed t o  meet the academic requirements for Technician 
status by the Institution o f  Engineers of Ireland, while those who 
have completed the Diploma Stage are Technician Engineer level. 
They can qualify for the nonLCorporate Associateship grade of 
membership after they have completed a suitable period o f  practical 
training. Similar recognition has been given t o  the course by 
some of the British professional engineering 
institutions and technician bodies. 
Tuition fee t f.38 per academic year, payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee : f5 per annum, payable in January. 
Tesh&gk~# and Technbim Courses TeshnoEogioal and Techffk?iarn 6 0 ~ ~ 8 s  
- -  . 
D/46M. MEWANtCAL ENCINEERN 
CERTW:!CAT€ AND DIPLOMA COURSE 
This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate award in 
Mechanical Engineering at the end d two years and for a Technician 
Diploma award at the end of a further year. The students attend the 
College for eight months each year commencing in September, and they 
spend the Summer period getting practical experience in 
industry, design offices, etc. 
Emtrance First: Year-Leaving Certificate or equivalent with good passes in 
Requirmslnti Mathematics, a Science subject (preferably Physics), English and 
two other subjects. 
Third Year (Diploma Stage)-Students are expected t o  reach a hig 
standard in the Certificate Examination at the end of the second year 
t o  qualify for admission t o  the third year of the coune 
leading t o  the Diploma award. 
Course of & irst Year-Mathematics, Applied Physics, Drawing, Mechanics, 
sm* Engineering Materials, Workshop Technology and 
Complementary Studies. 
Second Year-Mathematics, Mechanics, Energy Utilisation, Production 
Technology, Drawing and Design, Instrumentation and Controls, 
Engineering Laboratory and Complementary Studies, 
Third Year-Mathematics and Data Processing, Mechanics, Energy 
Utilisation, Production Technology, Instrumentatim and Controls, 
Engineering Design, Management Studies and a Project. 
j 
Exminations (a) Students take a College examination at the end of each sessian, 
and W e r  which is moderated by the National Council for Educational Awards. 
Req4r-b (b) They are required t o  submit a report en their industrial training 
each year and also reports on their project and laboratory work. 
- 
Resopnition by ~ h a e  who have successfully completed the Certificate Stage of this ' ' 
Pmfessbnd course are deemed t o  meet the academic requirements for Technician 
Bdks status by the Institution of Engineers of Ireland, while those who have 
completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician Engineer level. They can 
qualify for the non-Corporate Astociateship grade of membership sfter 
they have completed a suitable period of practical training. 
Similar recognition has been given M the course by some of the British 
professional engineering institutions and technician bodies. 
Few 
PART-TIME MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS' 
COURSE 
This paratime day course is intended t o  prepare suitable students for 
the City & Guilds of London examinatians for Mechanical Engineering 
Technicians (255). The course it for technicians and draughtsmen 
engaged in the following types of employment : 
Machine Tool Operation, Jig & Tool Design, Engineering 
Production and Design Draughtsmen. 
Entrance Elementary Stage Technological Certificate of the Department of 
Requirements Education examinations in Mechanical Engineering, Leaving 
Certificate or full endorsement in Final Craft Certificate with - 
suitable craft background. 
Tuition fee : LR per academic year, payable on enrolment. 
Examination fee : €5 per annum, payable in January. 
Course of Study First Year 
- - 1 - . " - 8.-  
Gi. zsil Workshop Processes and Practice, Engineering Drawing and Materials, 
Engineering Science, Mathematics, General Studies. 
Second Year 
Science and Mathematics, Drawing and Materials, Production 
Technology and General Studies. 
. . Third Year 
Production Technology, Mathematics and Statistics, Metrology 
and Management Studies. 
Emmh&ons At the end of the first year students take the Part I examination of 
md Other the City & Guilds of London Institute No. 255, Part I1 at the end of the 
Requirements third year, and Pprt Ill at the end of the fourth year. 
Fee €16-00 per annum. 
This is a part-time course t o  prepare students for the City & Guilds 
of London Examination for Metallurgical Technicians (154) Part I. 
D u d w  of One day and one evening per week over two years. 
Course 
Entrance Leaving Certificate. 
R e q u i m m b  
Subjects Metal production ; Melting and Casting ; Alloying ; Heat treatment; 
Working of Metals; Joining of Metals; Structures and properties 
of Industrial Alloys. 
Fee f16 per annum. 
Technolo~ical and Technician Courses TRADE COURSES 
MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICIANS. PART-TIME 
This part-time course prepares students for 
(1) The Department of Education Technological Certificate 
(Motor Car Engineering) and 
(2) The 390 City & Guilds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle 
Technicians Certificate Parts I and II. 
Duration of 38 weeks each year over 4 years. 
Course 
Attendance 1 day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (6 hours) per week. 
Subjects Motor Car Engineering, Engineering Science, Automobile Electricity, 
Mathematics, Machine Drawing and Construction, General Studies 
including English, Garage and Motor Workshop Practice, 
Laboratory (Engineering). 
Entrance Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate with 
Qualifications Honours in Mathematics, Science and one other subject, 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum. 
AUTO-ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
Department of Education Advanced Motor Car Engineering 
Technological Certificate and the 390 Part Ill City & Guilds of 
London Institute Motor Vehicle Technicians' Full 
Technological Certificate, 
Duration of 1 year part-time day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (61 hours) each week 
Course for 38 weeks. 
Subjects Motor Car Engineering, Automobile Electricity, Heat Engines, 
Applied Mechanics, Garage Organisation and Management. 
En trance Department of Education Intermediate Motor Car Engineering 
Qualifications Technological Certificate (3 subjects) or the 390 City & Guilds of 
London Institute Parts I and II Certificate. 
These courses are for apprentices and young journeymen in  the 
Engineering Trades. Every facility is given t o  students who wish t o  enter 
for the Trade Certificate Examinations af the Department ef 
Education or  d the City & Guilds of London Institute. 
These examinations are conducted in the Cdlege at the end of the 
session. The courses are based on the examination syllabuses 
of these bodies. Generally, students take the Junior Stage of the Trade 
Certificate Examinations of the Department of  Education after two 
years' instruction and the Senior Stage after a further two years. 
Fee f6.00 per annum except in the case of designated trades 
where admission is free. 
Dl126 AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The Department of Education Group Trade Certificates, 
Block Release Course, with link correspondence course. 
Duration of 1 1 weeks of 35 hours each week, 
I Course 
I I Subjects Garage Practice, Motor Workshop Practice, Motor Vehicle Theory, 
Motor Vehicle Science and Electricity, Mathematics and Craft 
Calculations, Technical Drawing, General Studies, Physical Education. 
Entrance Day Vocational, Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
Qualifications I 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The Department of Education Group Trade Certificate, Junior Stage, 
and 
The City and Guilds of London Institute Motor Vehicle Mechanics 
Certificate (375) Part I. 
Duration of 2 years of 38 weeks each year. 
Course 
Attendance 1 day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (6 hours) each weel<. 
Subjects Motor Vehicle Technology, Motor Vehide Electricity, 
Engineering Science, Mathematics, Technical Drawing, Garage and 
Motor Workshop Practice, General Studies, 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum, 
Entrance Day Vcxationd Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
Qud ifiartions 
Trade Courses 
D/ 129 AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
'm '';** The City and Guilds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle Mechanics' - 
-a - - 
e (375) Part II. 
i e . , ?  -, . [F . . 7 ,  , , .. , 3 , - . , c .  ' . .  
Subjects . A more advanced treatment of the su as' luded in the 
Part 1 (375) course (D/128), 
Entrance (375) Part I of the Certificate. 
Qual iff cations 
Trade Courscas 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING ' ' ,  ' -' " 
The Department of Education Group Trade Certificate. Senio~ Stage. 
Duratfon of 
- 
Course 3 years of 38 weeks each year. .L cl-rr 
I, = 
. ., 
4 day ( 3 i  hours) and 2 evenings (6 hours) each week. 
13)  2 , '  ,; C! 9. 2--.- . : &+ Subjects darage Practice ; Motor Warkshop Practice ; Motor ~ehSclt Theory, 
Momr Vehicle Science and Electricity ; Mathematics and 
Craft Calculations ; Technical Drawing ; General Studies 
Entrance -- - - - -- - - -
udifiutions The Department of Education Group Trade Certificate, Junior Stage. 
AUTOMOglLE ENGINEERING 
OBlLE ENGINEERING 
= 
The City and Guilds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle Part 
Department Practice Certificate ( 37&F:F,.a9aT-J=l_. . - City and Gullds of London lnstitute Motor Vehicle 
: . .  Body Repair Endorsement-375 Part Ill. 
Duration of 2 years part-time day and evening course (9 hours per week). 
Course Duration of 1 year part-time day and evening (9 hours per week). 
Subjects Parts Merchandising, Commercial Practice and Office Proce 
Stores Administration, Motor Vehicle Knowledge, 
General Studies including English. 
Entrance (375) Part I of the Certificate. 
Qual iff cations kma 
The City and Guilds of London lnstitute ki%W&'i&d~~ectricianr' 
Course (375). 
.3 
Duration of 2 years part-time day and evening course (9 hou s lper week 
Course i& . - - .);r.o,sn~ 
Subjects Motor Vehicle Technology; Motor Vehicle Electricity; Engineerina3fduz 
Science and Mathematics; Technical Drawing; 
Electrical Workshop Practice; General studies. 
= .  
mi,,-, 
Entrance b (375) Part I of the Cenifintc. '- 
Qualifications 
Course 
1 .  . 3 "  
, * .  . 7 1-77 
Subiects Motor Body Technology ; Drawing and Sketching ; Motor Body 
Worhhoip Practice; Materials used in Motor Body Construction; 
Refinishing Practica 
kh(J1 Ti^  " 1 ' .  ' 
Entrance 
-'m 
City and Guilds of London Institute Motor Vehicle ~ e c h a n i k  
Qualifications ' Certificate, 375 Parts I and II. 
I 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING 
The City and Guilds d London Institute Compression Ignition Engine 
Maintenance Work Endorsement on 375 Certificate375 Part Ill. 
Duration of 
Course 1 year part-time day and evening course (9 hours per week). 
Subjects Compression Ignition Engine Techndogy ; Compression Ignition Engine 
Maintenance ; Fuel Injection System Maintenance. 
Entrance City and Guilds, Motor Vehicle Mechanics Certificate 
Qualifications 375 Parts I and It. 
Trade Courses Trade Courses 
FITTING AND TURNING 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificates, Department of Education. 
Duration of Four year block release course ( 1 1 weeks duration). 
Course 
Subjects Workshop Practice and Theory, Mathematics, Engineering Science, 
Technical Drawing, Physical Training, General Studies. 
*D/143 GAS+ELECTRIC WELDING !F? 
A five-year Course requiring attendance on one day per week. 
This Course meets the requirements of the Irish Welding Association 
qualification tests for Welders. 
. . 
SHEET METAL 
A four-year course requiring attendance on 
one day and two evenings per week. 
METAL FABRICATION 
A four-year course requiring attendance on one day and one 
evening per week. 
A four-year Course requiring attendance on one day per week 
SHORT COURSE PROGRAMME 
A series cd 2-5 day short courses on modern developments 
in Engineering Technology will be organised at different 
stages during the session. These will include:- 
(a) Low Cost Automation; 
(b) Fluid Power; 
(c) Maintenance Management l echnlques; 
(d) Modern Production Methods; 
(e) New Developments in Welding Technology. 
41hwim, 
"Conducted in the School of Trades. 
School of Printing + Book Production 
The Schosl provides courses at technalogical, technician and 
apprentice level in the following disciplines : 
COMPOSING 
The Composing Department coven the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up t o  Senior level and of the City and GuHds 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus, The curriculum includes instruction 
in Theory, Practice, Typographic Design, Mechanical Composition, Photo- 
composition including filmsetting and make-up, Applied 
Science, L i bsd  Studies and Irish. 
PHOTOTYPOGRAPHY 
Courses in this section are for re-training compositors in the 
latest composing techniques in Film Assembly and Photo Headliner 
display setting. 
There are also keyboard conversion courses on the ISM Composition System, 
combined with Photo Headliner display setting and paper make-up 
techniques. 
LETTERPRDS MACHINE PRINTING 
The Letterpress Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up to  Senicrr level and of the City and Guilds 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The equipment indudes a wide variety of 
handfed and automatic platens, autumatic cylinder presses and a two-colour 
sheet-fed-rotary, Various types of anti set off spray are in use and a wide 
variety of ancillary aids and measuring instruments are provided, 
including pre-make regy  equipment, mechanical overlays, a precision 
proofing press and a duplex register table. The curriculum includes instruction 
in Theory, Practice, Applied Science; Liberal Studies and Irish. 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO LITHOGRAPHY 
The Lithographic Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up t o  Senior level and of the City and 
Guilds Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The course provides a sound training 
in Photolithographic platemaking, step and repeat work and offset 
printing. It includes instruction in the Theory and Practice of Platemaking 
and Press operation, Applied Science and Liberal Studies. 
BOOKBINDING AND PRINT FINISHING 
The Bookbinding Department covers the requirements of the Department 
of Education Syllabus up to Senior levd and of the City and GuHds 
Advanced Certificate Syllabus. The course provides experience in hand 
and mechanised bookbinding, finishing and print finishing processes and 
includes Instruction in technical Theory and Practice, Applied Printing, 
Applied Science, Design and Liberal Studies, 
TECHNICIAN COURSES , , . 
*., . 
HIGHER PRINTING EDUCATION 
This is a -year Mock release course of 12 weeks ea9h year for 
selected students t o  prepare them for positions of responsibility 
in the industry. Candidatps for this course wilt be of senior or post 
apprenticeship status in the age group 2&25 years and a I 
maximum number of twelve will be enrolled each session. Selection 
will be based on a satisfactory result t o  interview and the 
minimum qualification is the Senior Certificate of the Department 
of Education--or its equivalent-in the various disciplines, 
The field of study will be concentrrted mdnIy oo Technology, 
Management and Science. Students will be required t o  prepare and 
submit, under supervision, projects in each of these areas. The course 
will be supplemented by visits t o  industry, paper and ink laboratories 
and by lectures on particular topics f rom externd lecturers. 
Fee l21-00 per annum. 
TRAENPNG FOR ADM4NISTRATIVE STAFF 
This course is intended for those engaged in the administrative 
side of printing with a view to  preparing them for higher 
administrative posts in the industry. 
The age group for trainees is between 18 and 24 years, and the 
minimum educational qualification required h the Department of 
Education Leaving Certificate, 
To secure optimum results the numbers endled for the course will 
be limited t o  a maximum of twelve each year. 
The coune occupies three years and attendance for one day and 
two evenings each week is required. 
Year One 
Principles of Aocounts, Structure of Commerce, Econamic History. 
Practical appreciation of the techniques of the work of hand and 
mechanical colrnposing; Bookbinding and Print Finishing; 
Graphic Reprductim; General Technical Knowledge. 
Year Two 
Principles of Economics, Printing Office Procedure, Practical 
appreciation sf the techniques of letterpress machine printing, photo- 
litho platemaking and effset lithographic printing; photo- 
compssitis~, typewriter composition, ftlm and paper make-up; 
Cost Accou~tancy for Printers. Estimating for Printers, Production 
Planning. 
Technlclm Courses 
Yew Thme 
Industrial Law, Work Study, Communications in Industry, Principles 
of Management, Financial Accounting, Cost Accountancy for 
Printers, Estimating for Printers. Business Organisatim, 
Production Planning. 
Fee €16*00 per mnum. 
This course is intended for those who wish t o  seek a professional 
career in the graphic arts industry. The course will be organised so as 
t o  allow students during the Summer vacation t o  obtain d'irect contact 
experience with administration and production techniques in the 
Industry. 
Duration d 
Coorm Three years' full-time attendance. 
I 
1 EntrPnce Leaving Certificate of the Department of Education or  such other 
Recluiwnmts qualifications as the College may deem t o  be appropriate. 
w e d  Design for Printing, Graphic Reproduction, Letter Assembly, Machine 
Printing, Bookbinding and Print Finishing Processes, Structure of 
Industry, Work Study, Legal Aspects d Business, Statistics, tndustrial 
Administration, Production Management, Economics and 
Finance, Cottihg and Estimating. 
€38 per annum. 
D/88A. PRCNTIIN'G TECHNOL.OGY-CW061NG 
D/88B PRlNTTNG TEC).INOLOIGY-IETrERPRESS MACMNE 
PRDNTI'NG 
D/88C PRINTING TECHNOLOGY-LIPHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO 
LITHOGRAPHY 
Dl= PRINTANG TECHN01LOGY--800KBINDING AND P R ~ T  
RNPSHING 
I D w t i ~ n  of One year part-time day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (5  hours) 
Course6 each week for 34 weeks. 
Entrranoe 
RacyuSrmtr Department of Education Senior Tra4e Certific~te, 
Fee L11 per annum per course. 
TRADE COURSES 
City & Guilds of London Institute Advanced Certificate. 
Course D f B A  
General printing theory ; safety and wdfare ; science ; compositors' 
workffilm assembly; line co~mposition; monotype composition; 
monotype caster; computer composition; design. 
Course D/88B 
General printing theory; safety and welfare; science; machine printing 
techniques : cylinders, sheet-fed rotary, multi-cdour presses; 
Dumtim d 
Course 
Object 
EnSnnce 
Reqrrtmmtes 
Objectives 
d Ctnrrse 
Fee 
pre-make ready. 
Course D / 8 K  
General printing theory; safety and welfare; science; plat*making; 
step and repeat; machine printing techniques : 
multi-colour, perfecting, sheet-fed and web-offset. 
Course D/88D 
General printing theory; safety and welfare; science; bookbinding 
materials; guillotines; folding and sewing machines; 
blacking; departmental management; design. 
This course shall occupy two years part-ti'me day 
(7 hours) and 2 evenings (5 hours). 
The cwrse is intended for those engaged in printing and publishing 
houses, advertising agencies and studios. The aim of the course is t o  
enable the student t o  execute a wide variety of different practical 
design problems in the field' of design ; projects are set 
relating t o  the many different aspects of typography. 
Leaving Certificate or  equivalent. 
City & Guilds of Lond'on Institute Design for Printing Certificate. - 
€1 1-00 per annum. p.-  
--- . ' d  BOOK PRODUC71C)INr-'- fu '  -. - 
A one-year part-time (6 hours) course for students studying for the 
book production examination of the Librarians' Association. 
Department of Ed'ucation Leaving Certificate or  
equivalent qualifications, 
Pfz- a 
€8050 per annum. 
. . - - <.. .' 
I . .  ; 
These courses are for apprentices and ywng journeymen in the Printing, 
Bookbinding and Process Engraving Trades. Every facility is given t o  
students who wish t o  enter for the Trade Certificate Examinations of 
the Department of Education or of the City & Guilds of London 
Institute. These examinations are conducted in  the College at the end 
of the session. The courses are based on the examination syllabuses 
of these bodies, Generally, students take the Junior Stage of the Trade 
Certificate Examinations of the Department of Education 
after one year's instruction, the Intermediate stage after two years' 
instruction, and the Seniw Stage after three years. 
Fse f6.00 per annum except in the case of designated trades where 
admission is free, 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING 
( Block-re4 ease course) 
Consecutive courses of 12-13 weeks' duration for 
apprentices. During each course the apprentices attending 
complete a stage of the Department d Education's syllabi fot 
the Junior, lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations 
in Letterpress Machine Work. An examination in each stage is set by 
the Department of Education at  the conclusion of each course. 
01184 PHOTO PROCESSES FOR GRAPHlPC REPROQUCTION 
4 A block-release course of 12!-13 weeks' duration for 
first and secorqd year apprentices, j A school examination i s  set at the end of the first period. 
Apprentices sit far the Basic Craft examination d the City & Guilds 
of London at the end of the second year. 
STEREOTYPING AND ELECTROTYPING 
A *ear part-time coune for Ant, second, third and fourth year 
apprentices of $3 hours day instruction. 
Consecutive courses of 12-13 weeks' duration for r.:. 7 
apprentices. During each cwne the apprentices attending kq': 
complete a stage of the Department of Education's syllabi for the Junior, 
lntermediate and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations In 
Composing. An examination in each stage is set by the 
Department af Education at the conclusian d each coune. 
- - - I -  
L m m k r  Trade Courses 
. - _ :  
--A 
- 
- .  
- 1. - ...!s=L - 
-m - - -  - .: - I =-L D/191 BOOKBINDING i -d-- @& ( Block-release Course) a- 
A blockerelease course of 12-1 3 weeks' duration for School of ~radesk-~ .  ' 
apprentices, During each course, the apprentices 
attending complete a stage d the Department of Education syllabi for 
the Junior, Intermediate and Senior Trade Certificate examinations in 
, Bookbinding. An examination On each stage Is set by the 
Department d Education at the conclusion of each course. 
IJTHOCRAPHY AND PHOTO-WHOGRAPHY 
( Block-release Course) 
Consecutive canes  of 12-1 3 weeks' duration for 
apprentices. During each course the apprentices attending 
complete a stage ef the Dtpartment of Education's syllabi for the Junior, 
Intermediate and Senior Trade Certificates Examination in 
Lithography and Photo-Lithography Work. An examination In aaich 
stage is set by the Department of Education at the 
conclusion of each 
- M8r+rdrb 
D/1Qs ,J ALM ASSEMBLY AND PHQTOCOMPOStNG THE0 
. 8 -  
.. .- Thb is a full-time course of 7 weeks duration for trainees from 
industry, at the end d which a certicficate emmination is taken. 
The course coven all aspects ef Film Assembly beth practical an 
theory, also complete theeretical breakdwn of the Linofilm 
System of Photocomposition, 
Y- 
D/ 19SA FILM A S S E ~ ~ P H O T O  HEADUNER DISPLAY 
TECHNQUES 
Course far nightvmrkers (compositors and senior apprentices). 
Duration d course is 26 we* vdth attendance for a 
hours on one afternoon per week, Course cantent is the 
same as Ef195. 
Fee f6-00 per mnum. 
ADVANCED WOTYPE, RNTERTYPE AND 
TELETYPESET716Ki 
An intensive post-apprenticeship course in practical training for 
craftsmen. Held on Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday 
from 3.30 t o  7.30 p.m. 
Coune commsnw on 6th January and terminates on 28th March, 1975. 
Fm 616.00 p. ..- = : 
. . 
I - 
- 
- .- 
Part-time day and evening classes for apprentices, craftsmen, 
and technicians actually engaged in the construction, furniture, vehicle 
building, and rneta4 fabrication indurtries. 
DAY CLASSES 
Part-time day counes ( ~ / i ~ l  - D/ 153) are arganised for apprentices 
in the industries referred t o  above. The students are released 
from work, by their respective employers, t o  attend classes on one full 
day weekly. The various courser lead, aver a period of b u r  years, 
t o  the Senior Trade Tests (Theory & Practice) d the Department of 
Education and the relevant examinations of the City and Guildk of 
London Institute. Opportunities are available for students t o  proceed 
to further courses on completian olS' their apprenticeship. 
Technician courses, involving attendance on m e  full day and two evenings 
weekly, are offered t o  suitably qualified persons engaged in the 
Construction Industry. These courses, D/4C & D/153A, prepare students 
for the Construction Technicians' Certificate (Parts I & 11) No.624 
and the Plumbing Technician's Certificate (Parts 2F x* I & -.r 11) No. 631 of the 
City and Guilds of landen, respectidy. . .: .-."m . .- 
EVENING COZIRSEE mi R=c; 
Evening Trade Courses, mainly at the more advancedi levels, 
are organised on the basis of attendance of two evenings weekly. 
Provision is made for students to take the relevant ttade tests. 
The School also provides a comprehensive course in Building 
Construction and associated subjacts for those engaged in the 
Constructim Industry. The course content is based on the syllabus 
of the Department of Educatioin Technolo~ical Examinations in 
wm . Building at Elemenwry, intermediate and Advanced levels. 
PAY COURSB 
PART-TIME DAY RELEASE CLASSES FOR APPRENTICES 
D/lUl. Bricklaying. 
D/ 102. Plastering. 
D/105. Painting and Decorating. 
D/107. Vehide Building, 
D/ 108. Vehicle Trimming, 
D/ 1 1 1. Cebinetmaking. 
D/ 1 12. Upholstery. 
D/ 113,. Waodflnishing. 
D/121. Carpentry and Joinery. 
D/122. W d c u t t j n g  Machinists* Work. 
D/143. Welding. 
D/ 145. Foundry Work. 
D/149. Sheetmetal We&, 
D/ 150. Metal Fabrication. 
D/151. PlumbingfHeating Fitting. 
PLUMBElNG TECHNICIANS 
Subjects d the course include Hot and Cold Wuter Systems, 
Domestic Central Heating, Gas Supply Installations, Sanitation and 
Drainage, Rodwork and Weathering, Plumbing Dmwing 
and Design, Mechanics of Fluids, Measurements and Specifications, 
Site Procedures. 
EnW (a) Senior Trade Certificate, Leaving Certificate or  equivalent m d  
Qudifications (b) Appropriate employment in the Construction Industry. 
Tukian Fee f l 1.00 per annum. 
EVENING COURSES 
School of Architecture, Surveying 
+ Building 
r nl-. y a me 
UZwq- -A-- 
- --- 
~ 1 2  CONSTRUCTfON INDUSTRY (SHORT TERM COURSE) 
A one year Course t o  prepare students for the final examinations 
of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, the Institute 
of Quant,j-yon and the Institute of Building. 
. . I  
L- 
Fee €16-001 per annum. 
IMBER TECHNOLOGY 
A three-year evening course to  prepare students for the 
final examinations of the Institute of Wood Science. 
TECHNOLOGICAL AND TECHNICIAN COClRsFC 
A 4/5-year course t o  prepare students for the examination of the 
- 
following Professional Engineering bodies : 
( 1 ) institution of Engineers of Ireland. 
(2) Council of Engineering lnstituoer (CEI). 
Technological snd Technician Courses 
I i 
. I &  ;. rL 
E/54* ! $ " E B W C 3 U ~ . ~ 6 ~  :, .. 1)1111 ---- I _ 
- f  * !  I *-- I 
This is a one-year advanced course intended for thole who wish to 
sit the Final Darlgn examination pf the Institution of Structunl 
Engineers. Depending on demand there may be options in 
Sted or Cmcrete Design, 
GRADUATE COURSES IN ENG~NEER~NG 
Fee f 11 900 per annum. 
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATDN (GCE) COURSE 
are intended for students who have not reached the required 
rd of entry into Professicnal and Higher Level Technician Courses. 
Courses will be offered if there are sufficient applicants 
of a suitable educational standard for the following: 
(a) Council of Engineering lnstitution (CEl). Institution of 
Engineers d Ireland. 
Some or all of the following subjects may be offered: 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Electrotechnics, 
Properties of Materials and Presentation d Engineering 
Information. Some of these subjects may also be offered by 
the College of Technology, Kevin Street, Dublin 8. 
( b) Council of Engineering lns t i t~ iom/ ln t t l tu t in  of Engineers 
of Ireland Part II. Depending on demand the following subjects 
may be offered: The Engineer in Swiety; Mechanics and 
Properties of Materials, Fluid Mechanics, Structunl Analysis, 
Structunl Design, Thermodynamics, Mathematics and possibly other 
subjects. 
Full details of the syllabus and examination regulations are 
contained in CEI Statement No. 10 avaidable fram the Cn~tnril nf 
- -----. - .a-  
Engineering Institutions, 2 Little Smith Street, London 
Price !%p. 
Before entry applicants must meet the requirements 
of the appropriate Institution for Student Membership. Generailv the , ---- 
requirements for the CEI are Advanced Level GCE i n  Mathematics and 
Physics and Ordinary Level GCE in English and two other subjects. 
The requirements for the student membership of the lnstitution 
of Engineers of lrdand are Leaving Certificate with Honours 
or  GCIE Advanced Level in Mathematics and one other subject 
and three Ordinary Level subjects including English. 
f i t -  I -  The fdlowine subjects may be offered : - - 7 
English, Pure Mathematics, Additional Pure Mathematics, Physics, - 
Chemistry and Technical Drawing. The entrance 
standard is Leaving Certificate or Department of Education Elementary 
TlilnMgkrllt CerdB-e in H.chmkl Erytneerlng Includlag 
Mathematics or equivalent, 
~ l t < . , .  , 1 . L . l . , <  . ) ,  + , ,  i : L I 1  
:. ,, .l. es - 
The entrance shndard h Lavlnq Cd$%?#~-$y!? GCE 
Ordinnn Iml ir !by ~ P P ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ - ~ ~ u ~ / M ,  . , ,>, * 
I ' 
- , . - . f  . , I . ,  I ,  
Fee per rmnum: 
, .  8 
~l l .  SO fa wr ~ab'jacts. . 
Fee f 11  -00 per annum, 
technological and Technician Courses 
Ef42. TECHNOLOGeCAL CERTIFICATE COURSE IN 
MECHANICAL ENGbNEEWNG 
A 5/6=ymr coune to prepare students for the Certificate examinations 
of the Department of Education in Mechanical Engineering as f d l m  : 
A t  the end d the Second year--Elementary Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics, Heat, Drawing. 
A t  the end of the Thlrd yeaF--lmtermediate Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics, Heat Engines, Drawing. 
A t  the end of the Fourth yearc-Advanced Stage. Subjects: Maths, 
Mechanics, Heat Engines, Drawing. 
A t  the end of the FifthfSixth year--Higher Technological Stage 
in selected subjects. 
The entrance requirements are Department of Education Intermediate 
Certificate or Day Group Certificate with passes in Mathematics, 
English and a Science Subject. 
Fee €1 1 000 per annum. 
CIVK ENGINEERING TECHNICfANS* CERTlFlCATE 
COURSE 
This is a fou~year evening coune t o  prepare students in suitable 
employment for a College Civil Engineering Technicians' Certificate. 
Entrance requirements are Leaving Certificate or GCE equivalent. 
Subjects First & Second Years 
Maths, Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Construction 
Technology, Surveying and General Studies. 
Thlrd & Fourth Yews 
Structural Design and Detailing, Engineering Materials, Surveying, 
Mathematics and Computation, Planning and Ad ministtation, 
Construction Services. Genet al Studies. 
Fee f 11 *00 per annum. 
T echnologicat and Technician Courses 
tNSTRUMENTATlON TECHNICIANS COURSE 
This is a four-year evening coune t o  prepare students employed as 
lnstrument Technicians for the Part II 275 City & Guilds 
Instrumentation Technicians Certificate The entrance requirements 
are Leaving Certificate (including Maths and Physics) 
or Department of Education Elementary Technologicd Certificate 
or equivalent. 
First & Second Yeerr 
Workshop Processes and Drawing, Mathematics and lnstrument 
Science. 
Third & Feurth Ymrs 
lnstrument Technology, Automatic Control, Electronic and 
Electrical Instrumentation. 
Fee f 11 000 per annum. 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERMG DESIGN/DETAILlNG 
This is a twpyear coune intended for thole who have experience 
in structural drawing offices and are preparing far Parts 
I and II of the City & Guilds Structural Engineering Courses Na 630. 
The entrance requimnent b Laving Certificate or  equivalent 
Firs& Year 
Mathematics, Science and Mecho~lcs, Materkls. Structural 
DeaHing, Construction Pmetice. 
Second Year 
Structural Theory, Dnlgn and Detailing of Structural Elements. 
Cmstruaion Practice, 
Fee €1 1-00 per annum. 
E 
E/43V, HEATING, VENTUTINC AND AIRCWDITIONWC 1 
This is a two-year evening caurse t o  prepare students for the 
Part I and Part I1 examinations of the City & Guilds of London 
Institute-Heating, Ventilating and Airconditioning Technicians (632). 
It is o supplement rn Course D/43V but may also be attended by 
students unable t o  obtain day release. 
- 
Fee f 11 000 per annum. 
MOTOR INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT COURSE 
Final Assaciate Membership Examinations (External) of the 
Institute of the Motor Industry. 
Duration of 2 years evening (6 hours per week) for 26 weeks each year. 
Course 
'Wi. :lil#uny-: & & i i ~ & ; J  , A ,  L L J c d  
_)  L _ , . , J  4.'-: < . , .  7 -  . 1 3  ).,: i 
tim. . I 
( Sawices Depvnnent, Pam D l p m e n r  or Vchkh SAW). 
Entkaca Department of Education Advanced Motor Car Engineering 
Q d i ( l a t b n s  Techndogial Certificata or the City and Guilds of London Institute 
Motor Vehide T.echnicians' Certificate Parts I and 11. 
Entrance 
Requirements 
Course of Stud 
Examination 
and Other 
Requirements 
ENGINEERING WORKS MANAGERS' CWRSE 
This two-year evening course is intended for engineering technicians 
and trainee engineering works managers. 
Students should have reached the Leaving Certificate standard ~f 
general education and be suitably employed as managers or 
supervisors in industry. 
First Year 
Production Analysis, Economic Analysis, Psychology 
and Sociology, Statistics. 
Second Year 
Accountancy, Industrial Law, Management Techniques, 
Personnel Management. 
Students must pass at cdtege examinations at the end of each year. 
Those who successfully complete the course will be exempt from the 
Certificate Examination requirements of the Institution of Works 
Managers and hence can qualify for Graduate Membership d that body. 
Students are required t o  apply for student membership of the 
Institution within one month of enrolling for the Course. 
. . 
Fee f11.00 per annum plus an examination fee of approx, f15*00 
payable t o  the I.W.M. 
This course provides instruction for aircraft maintenance engi'neen 
who desire t o  take the Licence Examinations of the Department 
of Transport and Power. 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum, 
MECHANICAL ENGPMEERING TECHNaGllAN COURSE 
This is a four-year evening m r s e  t o  prepare ahdenas for the 
examinaaiens of the City 9( Guilds Institute far Mechanical Engineering 
Technicians C m n e  (255). Studnm should h w  a suitable craft 
background and hold the Elementary Technolagical Certificate in 
Mechanical Engineering, GCE, Leaving Certificate or  equivalent. 
Fee 61 1 *00 per annum. 
73 
Tsch;nological and Technician Courses 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING COURSE 
Department of Education Technological Certificate 
(Motor Car Engineering). 
,,  1 1  . . , 
This yo -y r r r  evening caum$ prqpyrer studin? fbr the examination 
d dhe inst i t i t .  d Domestic H y $ y  Eng j~ tn . ,  Secwrful cmdldates 
&li be eligible fck entry t o  the Institute as h m c i g e  hmbcrr. 
The course is available only t o  those who are omdoyed at a 
suitable level in the heating industry. 
Two evenings per week over two years. 
Duration of 
Coune 
5 years evening (9 hours per week), 
Motor Car Engineering. 
Engineering Science and Mathematics. 
Automobile Electricity. 
Engineering Laboratory. 
General Studies including English. 
Subjects 
(a) Senior Trade Certificate in Plumbing ; or 
(b) City 81 Guilds Plumbing (No. 617) ; or 
(c) Heating and Ventilating Craft Certificate (No, 597 or 618). 
(d )  Leaving Certificate or equivalent including Mathematics and 
Physics. 
Entrance 
Requirements Drawing and Sketching. 
q j y S !  Entranobobm Day Vocational Gmup Certificate or Intermediate Certificate w,tnL 
Qualifications Hon~urs in certain specified subjects. 
In appropriate-cases applicants with approved practical experience 
may enrol at the discretion of the Cdlege, 
Fee f 11 -00 per annum, 
Those who fail t o  satisfy the above requirement may be admitted to a 
Preliminary Course of one year's duration. 
Students who complete the Preliminary Year and pass the 
College examination will be admitted to Design Course. This is a two-year course in which students are prepared for the 
City 81 Guilds Examination No. 746, 
(Basic Certificate Computer Programming.) Hear Transfer :I Combustion and Controls ; Heating Systems 
and Equipment: 
Subjects 
Entmce Leaving Certificate with Commercial or Industrial experience. 
Requirements 
Fee €1 1 -0 per u(num, , , 
Fee f 11 a 0 0  per annum. 
FlRE ENGlNEERbNlG COURSE REFRIGERATEON ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
This is a one-year course which prepares students for the 
Graduateship examinatians d the Institution of Fire Engineers. This is a two-year course for Technicians employed in the refrigeration 
engineering industry. Suitable students are prepared for the 
257 City & Guilds i f  Landon Institute examinations in Science and 
Technology of Refrigeration. The subjects of instruction are : 
Basic Thermodynamics, Refrigeration Processes and 
Entrance 
'h jecb 
Leaving Certificate or equivalent standard and employment 
as a Fire Officer. 
Refrigeration Machinery, 
Fee f 11 000 per annum, 
Science, Fireground Operations and Equipment, 
Fire Prevention and Protection. 
Fee €1 1 *00 per annum. 
Technological and Technician Courses 
I 
TRADE COURSES 23~,7ycr3 91. r l  
, 
E/ 135. AUTaOBI1LE ENGENEERN6 
.%. 1 \3 
~~paI ' tmt tnt  of Education Advanced 
Techndqical Certificate and the 390 City & Guilds of London knR ~3 i ~ u a  Students a n  prepared for appropriate examinafhs conducted by $"atrz 
Institute Motor Vehide Technicians' Full Techndqical Certificate Department of Education and rhe City & Gutlds of Londvwr Institute 
2 Yean evening ( 9  h o r n  wr week) for 26 weeks each year. 
Subjects Motor Car Engineeri Course E/149, Metal Plate Work. 
Automobile Bectrici Course El1 51. Heating Engineering Fitters. 
Fee f5.50 per annum. 
L , r. L a  L 
s d  h i  
Department of Education Intermediate Motor E/IW* IQMA! r aOTOR VEHKW BODY REPAIR COURSE 
Fee f 11 *00! per annun 2 years evening (6 hours per week). - 
Materials used ih Miozor Body Const 
y Refinishing Practice. g a r s  evening of 6 hours per week. 
Cwme 375 City & Guilds of London Institute Motor Vehicle 
Qdifidions Mechanics Certificate. Parts I and 11 
. -  - 
Industrial Engineer 
COMPRESSION 1GN~K)N COURSE 
375 City B Guilds of London Institute ~orn~rcsr ion  Ignition ' 
Entrance I' bapartmenr of Education Le&@f@ Engine Maintenance Certificate. Part Ill. 
~ l r r l l ~ s * l o n t ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ u a l i f i c a t i o n .  
2 years evening (6 hours per week). 
"' Fee t l l  *W per annum 
Compression Ignition Engine Technology. 
Compressioln lgnitbn Engine Maintenance. 
Fud Injection System Maintenance. 
L 
I 
Trade Courses 
FORK LIFT TRUCK MAINTENANCE COURSE MOTOR MECHANICS' WORK 
Refresher course for Motor Mechanics 
DuW'on of 6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours). 
Course 
WAREHOUSE SUPERVIS 
COURSE 
Subjects Electra-Hydraulic Equipment, 
i.e, Engine Overhaul and Maintenance. 
6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours). 
Fault Diagnosis and the use of Diagnostic Service Equipment 
and Instruments on : 
Petrol Engines. 
Petrol Injection Units. 
Automatic Transmission Units, 
Front End and Power Steering. 
Brakes and Suspension Units. 
Automobile Electricill Units. 
Entrarrce Senior Group Trade Certificate of the Department of Education. 
Quai ifiations 
Senior Group Trade Certificate of the Department of Education. 
6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours). 
Type of Equipment used in Materials Handling. Subjects 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CRAfT PRACTICE Warehouse Layout. 
Safety in the Warehouse. 
City & Guilds of London Mechanical Engineering Craft Practice 
(Course 155 Part 1). In employment as a warehouse supervisor or with a firm offer. I1 En trance 
Qudifications 
1 year-2 evenings per week (5 hours weekly). Ourakion d 
Course 
Junior Trade Certificate, Department of Education, Entry 
Qualifications 
FORK LIFT TRUCK OPERATORS' COURSE 
Dudion of 6 weeks of 5 hours each week (30 hours), 
Cuurre FlTlbNG AND TURNN+lG 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificate of the Department of Education 
4 years-evening (5 hours weekly). 
Fork Truck Knowlledge. 
Loading and Stability. 
Daily Check and Inspection of Truck. 
.. .-.- 
In employment as a warehouse supervisor or with a firm offer. 
Subjects 
Entrance 
Qudifications Confined t o  Mechanical Engineering Apprentices, 
2nd & 4th Year classes only available. 
, > I :  School of Printing + Book Production 
HEHER PRWwNC EqCK:ATION 
Thh is a twoyear durse t o  preplre stlidentr'for the ~ c ~ a r t k i e n t  o f i , 
Education Technological Certificate in Printing. The Course requlres ' - '  
attendance at the Callege for three evenings (9 hours) 
per ;MI( during the acadcmic year. 
Entrance The City & Guilds of London 1ni~t" t ; ;~~dvancad Cprtificates in 
Requtrements Composing; Letterpress Machine Printing; Littwgraphy and 
Photo~Lithography; B~okbindipg and Print Finishing. 
Fee L8.50 pet annum. 
€182. TRAINING FUR ADMI&~ST~ATSIV~ ST= 
, ;-Thr.kmum ir a ccmti~nuation of the Day Colursa for Administratiq staff 
(see Cwme DftlZ). 
APPLIED P R M N G  
A course requiring atteridance for 2 evenings each week 
designed t o  prcwide those engaged in the Clerical and 
Administrative side of Printing with a general knkledge of the 
crafts invdved in modem printing and of the materials and appliances 
used. Students who complete the course may enter the General 
Technical Knwledge examination of the British Printing lndustries 
~ederation. It is necessary t o  have passed the General Technjcal 
Knowledge examination t o  be accepted as a candidate for the fatlow3ng: 
(a) Estimating examination of the British Printing lndustries Federation. 
(6) Prjnting Office Pwedure examinatian d the British Printing 
Industries Federation. 
Fee f&*O per annum. 
E/83A. PRINTING OFFICE PROCEDURE 
Object , This course, requiring a minimum attendance for two evenings each 
week, is aimed at preparing printing administrative personnel 
for the Printing Office Procedure Examination of the 
British Printing lndustries Federation. 
Entrance It is recommended that those entering the course should possess 
Qualifications the General Technical Knowledge Certificate of the British Printing 
Industria Federation or equivalent qualification. 
Fee f6-00 per annum 
Technician Courses 
I 
I COST ACCOUNTANCY. FOR PRINTERS 
I 2 ; , ! , , , , -  ' A course requiring attendance for two evenings each week 
I : : designed t o  prepare students for the examination crf the 
I , I .  British Printing Industries Federation. 
. Royai Society elf Arts Certificate in Accounting and Office 
Fee €6900 per annum. 
COST ESTIMATVNG FOR PRINTERS 
A course requiring attendance fur two evenings each week 
designed t o  prepare students for the examination of the 
British Printing lndustries Federation. 
I Entrance Leaving Certificate and General Technical Knowledge Certificate of Qualifications the British Printing Industries Federation. 
Fee i6.00 per annum. 
ADVANCED LETTERPRESS OfTSET AND LBHOGRAPHY 
CO§T ESTWTliNG POR PRINTERS 
A one-year course requiring attendance for two eyenings each week. 
Students are prepared for the British Printing lndustries Federation 
examinations in Advanced Letterpress Estimating and Advanced 
Offset Lithography Estimating examinations. 
1 Enkmce Only students who have successfully completed course E/84A Req~i~rements will be eligible for this course. I 1 '  Fee €6.00 per annum. 
PAPER TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING 
A 2-year course for employees of Paper Mills and Paper Merchants' 
and Printers' employees engaged in the handling of paper transactions. 
Students are prepared for the examinations of the National Association 
of Paper Merchants and the City & Guilds of London Institute. 
Entrance Leaving Certificate. 
Qualifications 
Fee E6.W per annum. 
echnician Courses 
- . >  
E/86 DlMMW%3R t~lafsm~e PR~NTNG PROB;9.€aON I s r t J a ~ 1 A 6 E m  
Thb 4s a *hw@+~m ~ p e p r e  s$udents for the City & Guilds , (WORKs) 
af L d ~ n  k * i t u t e  exaxnjnla@ions in Desig~ fol. Printing, 
~ ~ d b  A moyear  ceune requiring attendanee at the College for three 
Classis are had w *6 m i r t g s  pefc wmk., evenings (9 b u m )  wwWy. 103 Htu 
Entrance D e ~ a m e f i t  af &fucatian Ldhving Certificate or City & Guilds of Ladon Institute Certificate in hint ing PrQduction 
- Requhmenb eduut im feniw Certiflcaee in gnphic a m  sgbje b Management (Departmental), or Full Technoloitica'l Certificate in - 
other equivalent qualifieaticsns. Printing, or Certificate in Supervisory Studies- 
- < Fee f6.W per annum. Financial Aspects of Management; pe~onnel management; production 
management. 
PRBNTING TECHNOLOGY 
C ~ O ~  
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING 
LITHOGRAPHY AND PWCYFO-LPTHOGRAPHY 
BOOKBENDING AND PRINT ANbH'ING 
GRAPHIC REPROQU'1679101M 
These are CCHJnes requiring attendance at the College for three 
evenings ( 9  hours) weekly per sessiwl. The couhes are aimed at E/181 AFt7BTE BOOK FIWBFHtf+lC 
preparing students for the Advanced Examination of the  his evening c m n e  is open t o  craftarmen and others who are 
City GuiJds of Landon Institute. i m a r ~ t e d  in the design of fine bindings. The I ~ t ~ r e s  and practical 
Fee f8.50 per annum, exercips in the applicgdm of design will cover the historlr r of book design and designen, blind and gold tooling, the use of plastic 
colour and foils, the preparation and tYeatmGnt in finishing 
and binding of the various leathers and binding daterials. The 
se&tjm sf n ~ n ~ f t s r n e n  will &@pen$ QB a ~ a t i ~ f a C t : o ~  result 
t o  interview. 
E/89A IWWTIUG P R O a m m N  MCYAGHhCT" 
- (DEPARTMENTAL) 
.! Objectives 
',I ofcourse 
City & Guilds of London Institute Certificate in Printing - 
Preductkn Manegemant (Works), 4ki 
n L  - - 
Fee 68-50 per annum. 
'I. 
- - 
A one-year c6'urn r q r l r h g  attendance at the College for three 
evenin@ per w ~ k  (P hmm), 
City & Guilds of London Institute Advanced Certificate in clne d the 
foilowing : Composing; Letcerprrns Machine Printing; Lithography and 
Photo Lithography; Bookbinding and Print Finishing, Mature students 
with experience in the industry but who do not m e s s  any of the 
f ~ r e g o i q  ualifications nay be in. exceptional ores, 
admitted to the course. : :\.I 
Aspecb pf depfrrtrnental managemwrti human ptations and 
comrnvninriats in induqty; pmduct40n organisation; production 
pmsms* . 
City 4% Guilds of London Institute Certificate in Printing 
,- , . Production Management ( ~cpartmentaf ).
. 
h a*!% per maurn. 
A carme tor rtudents of the ~ d i &  of An.  he lectures and 
practical exercises will cover all aspects d book production and 
ndng, w&&$qmsa I"$v%te@Ia? aWbuQ M l  k hid 
on design md icr aflcation ta the nulrbup and Rnhhing of the baok 
Uae wit1 be mid% aaf i n l ys  and cwrtkap, gdd, kits,  plastic dour, 
'lin? cuts *d  e i r ~ l n ~ .  Subjwt te s m i r f ~ a y  i&dmu 
st~dinf i  w i l  sit for t h ~  C.CE. A teve1 cqminrtions in Bookbinding 
at' the terntriadon d +he coum. m-
. ** x"' 
Technician Courses 
B00X PRODUCTION COURSE 
This k intended for those involved in the care of books particularly 
librarians, librarians under mining, record flee staff etc. 
It will cover rnechanised b m k  production, hand bookbinding and 
bocrk repair. Particular emphasis will be laid an the advantages and/or 
disadvantages of the various materials and binding styles used 
and their alternatives which may be used in the interest of economy, 
The techniques and terminology of forwarding, finishing and 
decoration will be dealt wjth. -- i y f '  
Fee f6-00 per annum. 
PRlNT FlNlSHlNG FOR FEMALE EMPLOYEES OF THE 
PRI'NTING IbNDUSTRY 
This course covers techniques and materials used in the production 
of books, magazines and the wide range of miscellaneous 
work handled in the print finishing d'epartment. Lectures on the 
economies of efficient production, welfare, safety, hand 
and machine operations will be given. Stress will be laid on hand and 
machine operations, e.g., wire stitching, sewing and folding, 
machine and hand feeding, gathering, folding, glueing, mounting, etc. 
Duration of course, 12 weeks, one evening per week. 
Fee f6-00' per annum. 
LETTERPRESS MACHINE PRINTING, RETRAI1NING 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students 
with instruction in the latest letterpress techniques. The curriculum 
indudes practical work on vertical presses, stop-cylinders, 
twa revolution presses and sheet fed wrapround rotary 
printing, also the use of modern lining up, plate mounting and 
registering equipment. 
Fee L6-00 per annum. 
LINOTYPE, IINTERNPE, AND TELETYPESETTING 
This course is for composing apprentices (4th and 5th year) and 
young journeymen who wish t o  become proficient in the operation 
of either keyboard. It corers daily maintenance mutine 
and minor adjustments t o  the machines. It can be of one or  
two years' duration. 
Fee f6-00 per annum. 
Technician Courses 
MONQTYPE CASTER OPERATION 
A course for Monotype Caster Qpsrzrtors who are already 
employed u such in the printing industry. I t  avers $I1 aspects of 
Monatype Casting including adjustments, alignment etc. 
Fee 66-00 per annum, 
MONOTYPE KEYBOmARD OPERATING 
A course for composing apprentices (fourth and fifth year) and 
young journeymen who wish t o  become efficient operaton. 
The course covers table, tabular and bwkwork setting and includes 
machine adjustments. It can ble of one or two yean' duration. 
Fee f6-OO per annurn, 
COMPOSING RETRAlfNING 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students with 
specialist instruction in boikwork and advanced' display, 
composing techniques, using modern make-up and registration 
equipment. 
Fee 66-00 per mnum. 
This is an evening course for post apprenticeship students with 
instruction in the latest techdques, and covers the whole range 
of materials and technology used in print finishing processes. 
Fee f6.00 per annum. 
LlTHOGRAPHY AND PHOTO LITHOGRAPHY, 
RFTRACN!NG 
This is an evening course far post apprenticeship students with 
instruction in the latest techniques of lithographic plate 
making and press operation. Craftsmen having completed apprentice- 
ship t o  other printing processes, undergo retraining in lithographic 
printing. 
Fee f6.00 per annum, 
This cours& is of 26 weeks duration with attendance of 3 hours on 
one night per week. It is open t o  compositors and senior 
composing apprentices, 
- - .  - 1 4  -- 
display and bookwork make-up, colsur separation and finalisation. &- 
Entrance'-- A t  present this course is onnly open t o  compositotl and s e z  
I Qualifications apprentices who have completed a 'Sight and Sound' touch typing 1 
. .  . 
. . .  course. 1 
- , C ~  r , 
-- 
El195 FRM ASSEMBLY AND PHOTO HE GRAPHICS WORKSHOP - + , -. 
TECHNIQUES 
For an teachers, designers, creative a r t i i s  & art stud@ 
produce Ilthographs from stone and plate. Reproduction 
also avaHaMa for line and, Wgmdcwto, wmd engraving, etc 
and silk screen. 
The course gives both practical and theoretical cwerage One evening (24 hours) per week for 24 weeks. 
of all aspects of Film Assembly including correcting, prwfing, 
Leaving Certificate ( including Art) or  equivalent. 
Fee f 1 1 q00 per annum. 
BOARD CONVERSION AN 
- .  8 - -  
0 b j e a  The course enables operators t o  convert t o  the IBM 'Golfball' Syste 
and corers all aspects of IBM Composer usage, with reference 
t o  both justified and unjustified setting. Training is also 
w 
d 
provided in Paper make-up methods and materials along with Photo 
Headliner setting. Duration is 13 weeks with attendance 
for 3 hours on one night per week. 
Fee f 6 * W  per annum. 
El196 DPLOMA COURSE IN PRWATE PRESSWORK 
This is a one-year course requiring attendance on two evenings 
C per week. This course is intended specifically far qualified persons 1 
who can chaw evidence elf their involvement in the private 
press mwement. The course will include a study of Printing History/ 
. 
Type Design/Typagraphy/Hand Composition/Paper/ 
Hand illustratim techniquer/lnks/Handpress proofing and other 
relevant pdnt techniques and materials. 
I 
Entnence Leaving Certificate ar equivalent, 
Requirements 
Fee €60010 per annurn, 
nts wwishi 
facilities 
ehing 
ng to 
are 
School of Trades _I * 
EVENING COURSES 
TECHNICIAN COURSES 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIANS 
L ' 
, Entmce 
Qualifications 
The subjects of the course include: Building Construction, Geometry 
& Calculations, Plane & Sdid Geometry, Builders' Quantities, 
Structural Engineering, Land Surveying & Setting Out. 
Course objectives include the Department of Education Technological 
Examinations in Building at Elementary, Intermediate, and 
Advanced Stages. 
Employment in the Construction Industry, 
Fee f 11 -00; per annum. 
TRADE COURSES 
Evening courses, mainly at advanced' level, leading to the examinatio~ 
conducted by the Department of Education, etc. 
are provided in: 
E/ 101. Brickwork. 
E/lOiS. Painting and1 Decwating. 
E/107. Vehicle Building, 
E/lO&. Vehicle Trimming. 
El1 1 1. Cabinetmaking and Design. 
E/112. Upholstery. 
E/113. WcpodLfinishing,. 
E/12i. Carpentry and Joinery. 
E/122. W d c u t t i n g  Machinist's Work. 
E/143. Welding. 
E/143A. Welding (Short Courses), 
E/ 144. Patternmaking. 
E/ 145. Foundrywork. 
E/148. Smith & Art Ironwork. 
E/ 149. Metal-plate work. 
El1 51. Plumbing/Heating Fitting, 
Employment in the relevant trade. 
Fee €5-50 per annum, 
Apprentices attending appropriate evening courses are not 
required t o  pay a tuition fee, 
EXAMINATION- 
I 
A a n m ' w  nqro- $9:: - F. mn 
~ i m ! - b ~ - @ ~ '  - 
a .  & -.on Y e  --.-.--- - w '  
A t  the end of each session internal examinations are held In connection 
with the courses. Promotion of students depends on success in these 
examinations. Students who have not the required attendances at the 
courses will not be permitted to take these examinations. Students are 
required t o  acquaint themselves with the examination and prometion 
regulations of the course which they take. 
I ne courses rdate w the Examinations of the fo l lwing bodies: 
(a) Techndogical Cert i fb te Exminrtton~ in a 
(i) Building. 
( i i )  Mechanical Engineering. 
(i i i) Motor Car Engineering. 
( iv) Mathematics. 
(b) Tech~Idan Certificats Ewminatianr in Engimcbling 
(c) T d e  Cerfiflchte Examinations bn r 
(i) Bricklaying and Masonry. 
(i i) Brass Finishing. 
(i i i) Cabinetmaking. 
( iv) Carpentry and Joinery. 
(v) Compositors' Work. 
(vi) Letterpress Machine Work. 
(vii) Lithography & Photo Lithography. 
(vifi) Bookbinding. 
( ix) Metalplate Work, 
(x) Moaor Car Engineering. 
(xi) Painting and Decorating. 
(xii) Plasterers' Work. 
(xiii) Plumbing. 
(xiv) F i t t enwork .  
(w) TUTAC~S' Work. 
(xvf) Metal Fabrication, 
(xvii) Sheet Mstalw_ork. - 
Examinations 
- 8 ,  - - .  
- -  - 
. - 
- x - ( i )  Construction 
(it) Council of the Engineering Institutiurns. 
(iii) Institution of Engineers of Ireland. 
(iv) Institution of Mechanical Engineers. 
(v) Institution of Works Managers, 
(vi) Institution d Structural Engineers. 
(vii) .The Institute d Buildring, 
(viii) lnstitute of Quantity Surveyors. 
( ix) Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 
( i )  British Federation of Master Printers. 
( i i )  City & Guilds d London Institute. 
( i i i )  Department of Industry and Commerce, 
(Licence in Aeronautical Engineering). 
(iv) Institute af Ctcrb of Works in Ireland. 
(v) Institute of the Motor Industry. 
(vi) National Association of Paper Merchants. 
(vii) Associated Examining Board (GCE), 
(viii) London University (GCE). 
In oannection with the examinations d -professional and other 
external bodies, students are advised to note the following : 
1. Admission to a course in the College may not of itself entide 
students t o  sit for examinations of externa! bodies, Students are 
themselves responsible for enswring that they satisfy all the 
requirements d the examining body cancerned. 
2. Students are expected t o  acquaint themselves with the current 
regulations for the examinations which they propose t o  take. 
3. Students must make all the necessary applications and pravide all 
documents that may be required. In this connection any documents and 
certification (e.g. statements of atl;endancc, etc.) required from the 
Cdlege authorities should be applied for at the earliest opportunity. 
4. The College Authorities will give the fullest assistance and advice 
in the above matters. 
ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
P J Carroll ME MlStructE MlCE MlEl 
S F Dunleavy BE CEng MlStructE MlCE MlEl 
R T Hollmay BE CEng MlStructE MIICE MlEl 
J J Harrington BE CEng MlStructE MlEl 
Denis J McGloughlin MIAAT 
john M McCarthy MSAAT MIAAT 
J Cassidy General Secretary National Engfneeting Union 
H T Hanlon lrish Engineering Industrial & Electrical Trade Union 
P J Buckley Irish Engineering Industrial & Electrical Trade Union 
F Gray Personnel Officer Coras lompair Eireann 
0 McLoughlin Mpsso Tonge & Taggart 
S O'Fhherty ~ a * a ~ i n ~  Director Messrs Motor ~ i i t r ibu to rs  Ltd 
John Watt 57 Ranelagh Road Dublin 6 
T W Bamford Managing Director Universal Fabricators 
H Farrelly District Secretary United Society of Boilermakers and 
Iron and Steel Shipbuilders 
Eoin 0 Cionna BE MICE1 AMlEE MlHVE MASHRAE MCmsE 
Noel Traynor AMIHVE 
Seamus 1Homan AMIHVE 
Eamonn 0"Brien 
Reginald Keating GlHVE 
Advisory Committees 
Surveying+ Re@ Imtitution of Chartered Surveyors ?+ 
D Bailey FRICS FA1 
T L Sudway ARICS 
Institute d Quantity Surveyors 
T Clear FlQS 
B McManus ARlCS AlQS 
Institute of Building 
K Kelly AlOB 
N Cross AlOB 
,. Constnrctian Surveyors' Institute 
J Culliton FCSl 
Incorporated Association of Architects and k m e y m  
Stanley J Coggin FIAS FlArb 
Brizldayh Denis Murray Matter Builders' Association 
Brick-tStoneIayers' Society 
Francis O'Connor 
James Farrell 
Carpentry 
Joinery and 
Woodcutting 
Machinists' 
Wark 
Amalgamated Society of Woadworkm 
James Carrdl 3:- 
Gerard Wall Secretary lrish Society of Woo 
J G McCormack Master Builders' Association 
H R Armstrong Messn Brooks-Thornor & Co 
dcutting Machi 
Advisory Cotrmjp& 
D McCarthy O'Dea & Co Ltd 
P F McGrath lrish National Union of Woodworkers 
J Carroll Amalgamated Society of Woodworkers 
G L Wall lrish Society of Woodcutting Machinists 
J R Hunter J R Hunter & Co Ltd 
W Robinsan National Union d Furniture Trade Operatives 
52 Peter's Hill Belfast 13 Northern Ireland 
P Marrey Furniture Manufacturer 20a S t  Joseph's Parade Dublin 7 
- .  
rrrh)rl 
Operative Plasterers' T d e  Sotkty n3.ta 1 
a ~ 3  M Gerard Doyle 
T Byrne M Creedon Ltd 3 Ardee Road Dublin 6 
Association d Master 
Ireland 
P J Qonan 
J B Doherty 
P J Duffy 
C Janet 
J N Tnynor 
T Harrinnton 
- 
Plumbing Trades' Union 
M Brennan 
D McKeag 
W Russell 
A Mullins 
National Union of Vehlde Builden 
M Jackson 
H Samway 
G J Roberts Coach and Motor Body Builder 3A Lower 
Grangegorman Dublin 7 
M F Gavigan 
w-w 
Advisory CornMtees 
Motor 
Engineering 
Structural P Dunne Irish Transport & General Workers' Union 
Stedwark J D Pearson Smith & Pearson Ltd 
A Davidson Kennan & Sons 
J D Purdy J & C McLoughlin Limited 
Printing+Book. 
Pduc t i on  
Nation4 Engineering & Electrical Trade Union 
J A Coff ey 
A McAuley BSc Assistant Mechanical Engineer ( b a d )  ClE 
SocigtSr W lrib Mat,~r Traders 
C havles Warren 
A a w d l l e  Gmed llngkreeatng md b c h a i d  0'pecptives' Union 
B Leonard General Secretary 
P Jhemlis 
l rbh Engineering Industrial and Electr id Trade Unlon 
J Drennan 
M Geoy hegan 
Robert J Porter Messrs R W Archer & Co Ltd 
Patrick Ffanagan Messrs McCairns Molton Ltd 
Jahn Keeney LSE Motors Ltd 
Maurice Foley Institute of the Motor Industry 
lrish Printing federation 
C W Warren 
R R Yater-Hale 
P Hill 
S Moeney 
lrish Master Printers' Association 
W. D Brittan 
M Kavanagh 
N C McGrath lrish Graphicd Society 
B 0 Cearbhaill BA LLB lrish Graphical Society 
E Dignam Stereotypers' Society 
J Cullen lrish Bookbinders' & Allied Trades' Union 
P. Murphy Litthographic Artists' and Process-Workdrs' Society 
J Jeffers Photo Engraving Group 
W R Trulock National Graphical Association 

